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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 



·-#I 

I-1 IJ\TRODUCTIOh< : 

During the last two decades, the de· .... ·el-opments in the 

elementary Particle Physics and in Co1:.mol ogy have become 

increasingly dependent on the intet-play between the two subjects~ 

The elementary particle physics has entered a 

1 " 
stage ~iith the development of unified theories.~ ,..c... The superstring 

2 
theory even raised the hnpe o·f unifying gravitational 

interactions along with the other interactions, viz. electro-weak 

and str?ngo Hovievei"-, this ultimate unification can occur at 

iQ 

an enen~r:t scale Me. "' 
10.1' GeV~ The cosmological model 

• 
suggest? that such an energy scale could ha·.,.e occurred onl 'l in the 

··..-et-y early universe,. close to the Big Bang. The early universe, 

therefore, may be considered as a unique physical ·for 

testing'the new theories of particle interactions. Fortunately, 

there has also been considerable progress in the understanding of 

cosmological models in recent years. It has been realised
3 

that 

the standard Big Bang model is fairly successful in explaining the 

2. 7° K cosmic microt.-Jave background radiation {in short., MBR) 'JI the 

of the uni ves--!:.e \Hubble redshifts}., 

nuc 1 eos}·nthesi s and the cosmic abundances of the light 

e .. g. the weak}, y-bound deut~on and 
4

He 
A 

about 23% 

Nevertheless., the model could nc•t be considered as 

by 

an 

primos--dial 

elements 

ffsass ) . 
acceptable 

model o-f the eaJ~ly universe because it fails to e>:plain some other 

2 



Some of these problems are : 

i) t.he horizon problen1 : This is related to the fact that although 

different distant pas--ts of the universe did not have the 

opportunity of making causal contact '~<'~i th each other- in the past 

in this model"' present uni··,.erse is hiohl··· ~ T isotropic and 

homogeneous., as may be guessed from the observed uni fos--mi t-;.· o-f NBR. 

ii) t.he. flat.ness problem : This is related to the obse~~vational 

I 

·fact that the present energy density of the universe is. very close 

to the critical density f.p } .. c - which would correspond to a 

spatially flat universe. Within the framework of the Big Bang 

cosmology this leads to a naturalness pn:Jblem. Thus if the energy 

density of the universe close to the Planck time is slightly 

greater than p~ say even by one part in the univer-se would 
'-

be closed., and would have collapsed millions of years ago. Dn the 

c•ther n'and. if the density is 1 ess than p by one part , c in 1 n-55 
u '1 

the univer-se V.-*DUld be open and the pr-esent energy density o·f the 

universe would be very small. This fine-tuning of the initial 

conditions finds no e>:planation in the Big Bang cosmology. The 

solution o·f this problem possibly invol-..,.es a mechanism that 

pn:xh.\ce.=- considet-able entropy at a later stage o·f evolution. 

iii) ·the small scale inhomogenei t.y : Although the universe is 

homogeneous on a large scale it inhomogeneous on the 

galactic scale and at lov!-er scales" An e>:planation of the observed 

structures in the uni ve.--se may be due to small density 



these perturbations and the nature of their spectrum seem to need 

a more·sophisticated model~ 

In addition to these p:n:;blems there are a fett~ other 

problems which are in conflict with the concepts of theories of 

particle physics# It is~ therefore~ felt essential to look for 

cosmologies which can solve these basic problems. This led to 

various inflationary 
4 5 4 

models~ '~ Although it was Guth \o'Jho first 

emp:hasl.:zed the merits of an inflation, ideas similar or close to 

the inflationary models had been suggested by sec me other 

6-10 6 
cosmologists. ~ Gliner was the first to note that when all four 

eigenvalues o-f the stress tensor were equal, the cosmology 

corresponds to matter with the properties of a vacuum. Gliner and 

' 8. 
Dymni kova 1 ater on sho~Jed that this vacuum dominated state makes 

a transition to a radiation dominated era. This process led to an 

enormous increase in the scale factor, an idea very similar to the 

present day inflationary model. However, at present it seems that 

the equation o-f state o-f the superdense baryonic matter tal-am by 

them .is not appropriate. The possibility c<f an e>;ponenti al 

e>:pansion ~>\las also pointed out by 9 Starobinsky a 

consideration of the conformal anomaly of the stress tensor~ 

occurring in the semi-classical Einstein equation. Kir:zhnits and 

Linde;and Linde studied the vacuum phase transition in an abelian 

- i 10 • 1 
l-hggs-~, model. Sato-' studied the effects of a fir-st or-der phase 

transition in the early universe with a motivation to build a 

consistent baryon number symmetric universe in which CP-violation 

4 

l 

I 



occurs· spontaneously in an e:>:ponentially e;..:panding domain. It 

was'~ however'~ Guth
4 ~-1ho e>:plic:itly emphasized the role o-f a phase 

_. t~~ansi tion in solving the co:.mological problems~ 

In the in-flationary models gravity is described 

classically t.-.lhile matte;~ is treated in tenns o-f quantum field: .. 

The basic idea of an inflationary scenario is that in the 

evolution of the universe then? is an epoch when the vacuum energy 

density dominates the energy density of the universeg During this 

epoch, the vacuum energy behaves as an effective positive 

cosmological constant allolf~ing the universe to e>:pand 

e>q:<onenti ally ~ or quasi-exponentially \ 

; " [ I H dt ] 

where H = a/a is the Hubble parameter. This e>:pansion in the scale 

factor _allov~s a small causally coherent region to grow bigger than 

the obset-vable universe, provided the e>:ponent f H dt ) 65 is 

satisfied. This huge e>:pansion in a very short time is called 

'inflation'. A less rapid in·flation may he obtained in some othe1~ 

1?-15 
modelsp - - It has been shovm that a non-e>:ponenti al accelerated 

a Ct) ) 0 < L 1 > 

where a dot denotes differentiation t•~ith t-espect to the proper 

time t~ also leads to an inflation charactel~ized by a period in 

~·Jhich a(t} grows as tA with A >- 1p An e;:amp:le o-f this t}<pe may he 

obtained by using an e::>iponential type potential ) == v 
0 

e:x:p { - :t~ t/> } with :t~ 
16 > 0'~ II'Jhich occurs in the Salam-Sezgin model 

.... 

of N = 2 Super-gravity coupled to matte1~ and in some Kaluza-l<lein 

5 



causal stn .. tcture of the space-time in all these 

inflationary models diffel"-s con=-iderably ·h-om ~~hat one gets in the 

Big Bang model. Consequently'} the horizon problem is n?solved as 

the obser-vable universe in the inflationary model had a smaller 

si:ze compared to a causal hot-izon \tolume~ In this scenario our 

observable universe today < "' 
10

28 
em > had physical size of 

about 10 em at the GUT era ( 
-35 

10 seeR } which 1 ies \.~ell 

~""3ithin one of the =-mooth r-egions produced by the in·flationQ The 

model also helps us to solve the primordial monopole problem which 

1.--Jas introduced in cosmology by_ unified theories= At the end of 

inflation the density of the primordial monopoles'} if any 7 will be 

very small. The fn?=-h production of monopoles during reheating 

will not i-f the reheating temperature is below the 

may be 

added that an inflation also- pr-ovides a mechanism for the origin 

of the small scale density inhomogeneitiesw The 

fluctuations present in a comoving volume before in·flation are 

e::>:pecterl to be smeared away by the e>:pansion. But the quantum 

fluctua'tians gener.::1ted during inflation may lead to the obser-··r'ed 

densi t}< The scale invariant Has--rison-

1q 
Zeldovich~ · spect.J~um emerges naturally within the e>:ponent.ial 

e>:pansion phase because the de Sitter- spl:ice io:: .. time tr-anslation 

in··.tariant and quantum fluctuations in this space might act as 

initial· seeds fol"- the gal~n:y formation. such a scale 

.. .. 12 .. 
inv;:u--iant spectrum cannot be obtained in po!~er lat~J J.nflatl.on +or 

6 



~-

a finite exponent ( A } The e>;ponenti a1 e>:pansion is 

therefore 1 mcn·-e attractive. 

In the original model the idea of an e>: ponent i al 

4 
e>:pansion in the early unive:~--se t.'.las utilized by Guth to resolve 

the horizon and the ·f 1 ats-'iess problems. Ho~r~e··.l'er., the model was not 

successful as it did not permit. sufficient 

inflation to return gracefully to the usual Friedman-

Robe~~tson-Walker uni··.terse. There '~ere several other problems., e.g. 

the domain wall problem"~ i:.he problem of genet-at ion of 

inhomogeneities ~-.Jhich lead to gala>:y ·Formation., the problem of 

large scale inhomogeneities etc •• It was soon realised 'from the 

!:-Ub:.equent ~lO!d~ o-f others that the defects in the model
4 0-~no~~n as 

old inflation} could not be 
2(l-23 

removed. Fortunately., in 1982 

'J'..l}. . '}'£::' 

Linde--<- and Albrecht and Steinhardt..:....J independently suggested 

new mechanism to o•.<ercome the problems of the old inflation. The 

model is kno~m as 'ne~J inflation'., ~Jhich \>'Jill be briefly reviewed 

in the ne>:t section~ Subsequently 1 a more attractive model 

advocated by Linde
26 

which has apparently eliminated the fine 

tuning of the potentials needed to get the nevl inflationary 

The modified model is knov~n as chaotic 

inflation. In this scenario~ the universe evolves out of a chaotic 

disb~ibution o·f initial data. A simple version o·f this model may 

he realized hy considering a chaotic distribution of the values of 

the''., scalar -field ¢ { in·flaton } at time t = 

~.~here tp is the Planck time and Mp .,the Planck energy. 

7 



Linde proposed the scenario with the as!:.umption o·f an isotropic 

inflation of the early univet-!:.e. The scenario can be realized 

even in t::n anisotropic uni ·..,·erse as t.-~i 11 be shol.'m in chapter I I. A 

scenario may be t-ealized. even with a t~ide variety o·f interaction 

potentials. Howe··.tel~., the inflationary models in' general need an 

9 
inflaton field \.'lith the e>:cept.ion of Starobinsky model. It may be 

noted that Stat-obinsi;y proposed the model long be·fore the 

advantages of an in·flation ~~ere fully realized. The motivation for 

the model t'>ias to remo-..l'e the singularity plroblem occurring in the 

standat-d model a The de Sitter stage in this model is 

self-consistent solu·tion of the semi-classical Einstein equationa 

It is kno\.A.Jn that the vacuum e>:pectation value of the stn:~!:-s tensor 

in curved sp.:1ce time de··.1elops divergences., which may be removed by 

adding curvature squared terms to the Einstein .1. • ac1..:10n. 

th l . t• 27-31 e regu ar~za ~on process causes the trace of the sb·-ess 

tensot- to develop a non-zet-o value leading to the i'Jell-known 

conformal anomaly. It is this anomaly which drives inflation in 

Star obi nsl~y model~ But <J the o~- i gi nal -faces 

limits o·f the 

~~ 33 34 
MBR.~~ It was suggested ~ later that the inconsistencies in the 

model may he i"-emoved hy adding a term a: ,R2 to the Einstein action. 

t-Jhere a is very large. t-'llith this modification, the St.:trobinsky 

'model reduces to the study o·f the ·field equations det-ived from a 

Lagrangian 

< L2 ) 

a 



This is the most general Lagrangian including quadratic terms in 

curvature in -four dimensional conformally flat spaces. The 

cosmological models obtained in this framework have a number of 

attractive -features. A theot-y ~lith quadratic curvature tet-ms can 
'7E::" 

be made perturbatively renormal i :zabl e~'~< and asymptotically 

36 37 - . -fr-ee " •. the un:itat-:ity issue o-f the theory is" however, yet to 

be settled. Nevet-theless'l' the higher det-i vati ve theory may be 

considered as an interesting model for testing ··.1arious ideas 

related to the quantum properties of 

Considet-able ~~ork has been done during the last few 

decades to formulate a quantum theory o-f . 38 
grav1ty. The 

investigation seems to 1 ead some people to believe that a 

consistent theor·t of quantum gravity cannot be obtained within the 

ft-ame~ttork o-f point-field theot-ies. The advent of the string theory 

has opened up nel'~ and intes--esti ng possibi 1 i ties··- in this conte>:t. 

String theories
2 

may be looked upon as describing the interactions 

;:r-~· 

of a few massless and an infinite set of massive states, with 

masses t.-~hich are multiples o-f the Planck mass. The standared low 

energy physics is now dEscribed by the interactions of the 

massless modes after one integrates over the massive ones. The 

supergt-avi ty theot-ies may be regarded as the low energy regime of 

superstring theoriesa 
. 39 

The sb--i king dl. scovery that in ten dimen-

sions, ·a supergra··1ity theory coupled to Yimg-Mills fields with a 

gauge group 80<32} or E
8 

X EB is anomaly -free had inspired 

considerable activities in this area. Although the e::>:pected break-

through had not yet come, the t-mrld wide hectic activities have 

ser··,,.ed to foJ:us on a number of issues ~ksich need further 

9 



investigation.Since the quantum consistenc·:t of the superstring 

them·-y is obtained in the cr-itical dimension D = 10., one has to 

look -for a realistic compactification :=:-cheme. Candelas et al.
40 

set 

out to achieve this by requiring that the ten dimensions should 

4 4 
compactify toM_, X K,. 1t~here M, is ma;.:imally symmetric and I< is a 

compact si>: dimensional mani-fold. It ~.~as also demanded that the 

four dimensional theory should have an unbroken N i 

supersymmetry 5 so that the hierarchy problem can be tackled. 

Candelas et al. obtained a solution with a Mint~ot-~skian ~A = D> 

space for M4 
and a Ricci flat Calabi-Yau manifold for K. While the 

discovery of Candelas et al. the success of the 

compactification scheme partly rests on its ability to be 

accommodated in a realistic dynamical theory o·f evolution. 

However., +t t41-45..._. "Jd 1 - -a~ emp s LD ou1~ cosmo og~cai models based on the N 

= 1 Yang-Mills supergt-avity action have not been vet--:t successful. 

.. 46 
!.>Sei ss has e··?.en questioned the con!:::.i stem::y o·f a Rit:ci flat 

compact manifold with observed matter-dominated universe~ It 

not easy to get inflation in this model. The difficulties stem 

-from the Ricci flatness of the internal space and also h-om the 

absence of any dimensionless free pal~ameter. In the absence of 

SUSY breaking., the naive potential has only one minimum at 

2 
g = D and the realisation of the cosmological evolution 

GUT 

of the compactified theory to the correct. vacuum 7 

0( 1} ., is a non-tri -.. ,•i al The available mechanism for 

SUSY breai-~ i ng is to invoke gaugi no condensation in the hidden 

of Ellis et aZ.41 have 

10 



considered the 'tree level potential some fine-tuning of the 

condensation temperab .. u--e and obtained an in-flationa~-y phase in the 

d = 4 ef-fective theory~ Hoi.vever~ the one loop effective potential 

does not have a minimum and the situation is not very clear. Maeda 

4--=! 
et al. ~· ha··.1e considered anothe!~ SUSY breaking potential, gi··1en by 

which has only asymptotic validity. It is 

clear that furthet- in·..,·estigation is called fot- to understand the 

detailed d·:r·namics o·f both the processes~ compactification from ten 

to fot..u·- dimensions and an inflation in ·four dimensionsQ 

As the first step to achi e\i'e this goal, intend to 

loo~~ fot- cosmological models based on a 10-di mensi onal action 

choosing the Gauss-Bonnet combination for the quadratic terms in 

curvature. Keeping in view the possibilities that the conrh ti e<n::. 

necessary for acceptable ce<mpactification may be realised 

tt-ansi entl y a sys·temati c study 

solut~on will be undertaken. The calculations of Ellis 

of 

et 

the 

41 
al. ' 

4? 4~ 
t-4aeda ~ and Naeda et al. -- have high-lighted some of the prob-lems 

in this approach~ The major prob-lem is to get an in-flationary 

phase and also a graceful e:>:i t from this pha=-e~ J.>Jhi l e- the precise 

mechanism ~·~hi ch all ovz.s this is not yet t.m~::h~t-stood,. it is use-ful to 

1 ook a-fresh at all the possible mechanisms for in-flation in 

4 d - - - '-' l > '1 - J - $" 1 .l.. • 48 'J 49 • - :s. mens:1 ons, -.,,.J. :z f',a~ u:z a-~, eJ. n -c ype 3. n-r a L 1 i:•n { ...... 4··:. • -• n e:>q:sano:t ng., 

contracting ' .~ ., conb--ibution o-f the higher deri -.. ·ati ve 

realistic temperature dependence of the 

e·ffecti.,?e potential etc~, to see if field equations allol.•? such 

11 



solution. 

Cosmological models dif-ferent 

tet-ms., and~ in particular., the Gauss-Bonnet 

already been studied by v~rious 
53-59 

authors. 

scenario is yet to eme1rge~ It is clear that 

higher derivative 

combination have 

But consistent 

cosmologic~l model 

building in higher dimension is an e};ercise 'l-'~hich may. prove useful 

in our understanding of both cosmology and particle inter-actions 

at higher energiesc !<eeping this ohjective in viet-.-,.~, 

st·udied a model lt~i th Gauss-Bonnet tenT;S in the 
.._. 

acL::ton., 

both matter loop corrections and temperature ef-fects. 

t-<Je have 

including 

looked for an acceptable scenalrio of the pre-compactified uni··,..et-se 

which eventually passes on to a ~;--adiation dominated FR~l universea 

As l.~i 11 · be sho~>"~n in Chapter r V., a mechanism ~·ihi ch helps to keep 

the cosmological cc•nstant ::.mall emerges nab .. u-all y in this model. 

12 



L2 NE'tl IiVFLATI ON & ITS PROBLEHS : 

In this section shall discuss briefly the new 

5 
inflationary model and its shortcomings. Let us recall that in the 

old in-f1 ationary model 4 
'1 Guth fit-st made an attempt to resol··,;e the 

horizon'S flatness and monopole problems of the Big Bang model~ u= n-

obtained the inflationary model by combining the ideas of a phase 

transit. ion mechanism '!.·~hi ch the universe might have gone through 

-~S 
during the first 10 --sec, with the effects of general relativity. 

Inflation in this model ends ~dth a transition to the broken 

symmett-ic phase by nucleation and growth of bubbles~ However, it 

was realised soon that the model had a number of problems which 

lead to unacceptable 4 20-23 
consequences~ , The released 

during the phase transitic•n will thermalize if the bubbles t.mden;Jo 

frequent collisions. But this proces:. makes the universe highly 

anisotropic:- contr-adicting the observed homogeneity of :the 

universe. It is no'!.~ kno'l."'iln that the assumption of a quick phase 

tJ~ansition in ·this model is not tenabl·l?~ It i>"~as also noted that a 

lar-ge e;;pan:.ion -facto~- ~~e-quired for thi!:::- stage implies that the 

bubble nucleation rate is slot-l compar-ed to the e>:pansion rate of 

the . 4 
unl.verse~ In this the bubbles will never 

percolate~ There is no mechanism in this scenario by which the 

universe may successfully complete the phase to the 

broken symmetric phase and gracefully to the usual 

FRW-universe~ To overcome these problems a modified model was 

sugge:.ted "4 Linde~ and Albrecht and 
'"")<=" 

Steinhardt.._._s independently 

1 7 _, 



which is known as 'new inflation·. 

The basic idea behind this proposal ~las to consb~uct a 

model in which inflation occurs after the bubbles of new phase 

have been formedu The new element introduced in the model is based 

on a different kind of phase transition commonly referred to as 

the S.l Oi.-& roll over-· · phase transition ~ Linde and Albrecht and 

Steinhardt have suggested the model in the framework of the grand 

unified theoF"ies:i in t.vhich the gauge symmetry is broken by the 

t-adiative ccn·-rection!::. to the effective potential as in the Coleman 

cw l :ffiodel. In the abelian Higgs model 

the ef·fecti ve potential calculated in one loop appro>: i mat ion i E-

given by 

where ,B is a constant determined by the gauge coupling constant 

and ¢
0 

corresponds to the global minimum of V ~!)f . In Ct>S-model 

spontaneous symmeb·-y brea~~ing ( SSB } is a consequence of quantum 

con-ections to the potential. The effective potential acquires a 

temperature dependent mass term finite temperature 

correctj_ons .::'d·-e taken into accoun·tp The effective poten-tial is 

given by 

where C is a constant 0 ; 2) •.g 

Cl) 2 2 = V ef"f C ¢) + C T ¢ 1.5) 

and T is the tempet-aturep This 

potential pn:nti des an enes--gy b.:;.u-t-i et- that can trap the universe in 

a metastable symmetric phase t.-vhich occurs during its cooling from 

14 



a high temperature~ At a vet-y high temperature 9 the absolute 

minimum Of·. vc 1 ) C·" Tl 
e.f:f ..,_.., is located at ¢ = D. The position of the 

absolute minimum does not change until 1' is less than a critical 

value T 
c 

1 
,.., 

= ( B/2C } ·' ...t:. ¢ 
0 7 vlhen? ¢ is the ma:>: i mal 

0 
value o·f 

·field ¢ inside the bubble immediatel·t after i·ts fc<rmation. 

the 

The general feature of ne~t~ inflation is as follows 

Consider a first order phase transition in the early universe 

which occurs due to a spontaneous symmetry breaking at an energy 

scale N
8 

~BUT scale} • At a temperature T >> T ~ M8 • the vacuum c . 

state r/> = 0 is the global minimum of the effecti··.te potential and 

the thermt::tl the energy momentum tenso1~ dominates" 

Consequently the universe e>:pands like,..t-adiation dominated phase. 

AE the universe e:;.:pands 7 the temperature of the universe dt-ops and 

·fa 11 s to T ~ ~·Jhen T -> T 
c. c 

, a second minimum develops at rf = rf and 
0 

degenerate vacuum statesat T = T 
c 

At this epoch the 

vacuum energy starts dominating over the energy momentum tensora 

For T < T ., the o:otential barrier which develoos hett~een the tifiO ' c .. . . 

minima of the effective potential does not pe!~mit the uni··.terse to 

evolve classicaly from the symmetric state ¢ = 0 to ¢ = ¢
0 

state 

instantlya It is knot..oJn that the quantum mechanical tunneling is 

also not posEible because the 

- . . ,. t 61 u 
1ns~gn~r1can • nowever, at a very lo~J tempet-ature 

H 

is 

less 

than the Hawlting temperab.u-e T H "~ 2 ;'! 
, H is the Hubble 

parameter } the barrier effectively disappears and the ¢ = 0 state 

becomes unEt.able~ It is not.-, possible to drive the uni vei"-se 

10657015 e~~'?'t"'' ~iii~~.e&~ 
~~1\fC H:;F'i 'r i.H~~l.AR~/ 

?U.J.d it~ *!i.#OJlDU!?fJJ!;, 



from ¢ = 0 by a small amount ~.-,1hich may be triggared b·t 

..... 
quantum fluctuation. Let ¢ be the value of ¢ when ....... 

J.i... 

the ba1rri e~- Q The subsequent evolution ·from ¢ = ¢ to ¢ = 

described by the equation ( ¢ i =· assumed to be 

homogeneous):::;;'' .. 
•. 

rJ> + 3 H ¢ + r ¢ + v· c ¢ ) = o 

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect 

a !:-mall 

penett-ates 

¢ can be 
0 

spatially 

~ 1. 6 } 

to r/> and 

dot that t-Jith respect tc• t. The third ter-m accounts for particle 

creation due to the time . .variation of The quantity f' is 

determined by the nature and coupling of the particles pn3duced. 

One defines the life time of the ¢ particles by 
-1 

T == f' • For- T 

t-le may write 
BnG 

parameter 

fm·- p 

~ V (rj>}~ and the square 
0 

p ~ can be determined fr-om 

p= 
1 

D 

q;? + 
2 

+ p 
r ' 

of the Hubble 

the e>: pression 

{ L 7 } 

1r.,1het-e e~ 
' 

is the r-arhation ener-gy densit-:i'· pt-oduced by the time 

variation of rj> following the equation 

( 1.8 } 

·the r.h~s. takes into account the effect of par-ticle c~-eation. 

The scenario can ncH . .., be described. Suppose V is ver-y 

f 1 at in some region beb•Jeen rj> = rj> and ¢ == ¢''ci ¢ wi ll evolve very 

slo1-;dy and the iradiation energy density can be neglected at this· 

stage~ Unde1'- this _circumstances the eq. < 1. 6) can be r-ew1~i tten as 

. 1 -1 
r/> = - - H ~ V' (rj>} 

3 ~ L9 ) 

If V~rj>) is sufficiently ·flat, the time taken by ¢to traverse the 

16 



----------

flat region may be sufficient! y large compared to the e>:pansion 

-1 
time scale H • During this period 

and aCt} 

)
1/2 

( B.<rG V~0}/3 

ro exp \ Ht ). 

~ const. < L 10 ) 

( L 11 } 

Thus the !:.cale factor has a large e>:ponential groi--vth during this 

slow rollove·r period~ This mechanism of tt-ansi ti on has been 

studied in details by Guth and 
6-=" 

Hawki ng ·-', Br andenber ge:~ and 

6.4 6~ 
l<ahn and others ~ considering the e·volution o·f a single inflaton 

field in the theory. It has been suggested that a single 

fluctuation region inflates to encompass the entire observable 

i..mivet-!:-e. In this scenario the inflation continues to occw·- even 

when the universe evolves tot.-Jards the ~table phase. To all O'l>'l for a 

natural transition to a FRW universe, the flat portion of V{¢} is 

followed by a region where V~¢} has a and the slot.~ 

rollover b·-ansition ceases to occur. The · ... ·alue of ¢ changes 

~apidly in this stageg Around the minimum~ it oscillates with a 

frequency u> = ( V'' (¢ l) 1
_.,.

2 

0 
These oscillations are 

damped quickly by both particle creation and the eMpansion of the 

t.mive'"-se. Tt-JO possibilities e>:ist in this case :; 

¢ leads to the 

conver~-ion of ·the coher-ent field ener-gy Vi.¢} 

by quantum pal~ticle cr-eation., 
66 

thereby n?heating the uni versea 

This is a case of efficient reheating. 

ii} If 

cohel~ent 

-1 r. >> -1 H , 

field energy 

¢continues to oscillate., 

:is 1,..edshi fted 

17 
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e:>:pansion of the uni vet-se as 
-3 

a At a later time t ...... -1 
f' the 

~mive~-se is reheated by the radiation energy den!:.ity leading to a 

Howenter ~ in order to keep the r-eheating t-emper- at ur e 

belo::.~ the GUT scale it is necess;;.u·-y to adjust the parameter!:- in 

the theorya This fine-tuning is required to avoid fresh production 

inflation is that it 

!:.uggests an e:>:pl anati on for the gal a>:y formation problema Ho~1ever., 

alonr~w~ith these E.uccessE>s'! the nev1 inflationa'"-Y scenas--iec suffes--s 

ft-om secme obviecus dFawbacks, which are outlined below :; 

a) The CL•J type potential, which has been found suitable fecr 

the scenario needs secme fine-tuning of the parameters and 

is" therefore" nect a natural choice. 

b} The slecw roll equatiecn is not true in for an 

. . t• f" 1~ ~h . 67 
£nLerac 1ng ~e o ~· eor1esa 

c} The transition from.the symmetric SU(5} may not occur in 

the direction of the global minimum SU(3} X SU\2} X 

. 20 It !--<Ja!:. pointed ecut by Guth and t'.!e1nberg and Bre.:Lt et a1..68 

that the universe may instead be t~-apped in the t--<Jrong phase 

SU~-4) X UO) due to symmetry breaking. 

d} Althecugh a scale invariant spectrum of density p:e;--turbati on 

. ,_~ . d . th · fl t · 18 ., 69 q G 1 s OL• .... aJ. ne J. n e net-J HI a J. on., ~-U (5) UT pt-ecduceE- a 
6p 

very 1 arge value for -- { "' 50 j 
p 

larger than the e>:perimental value 

which 
iSp 

( < 
p 

is many orders 

.,_.,-4 . 

.1L< J • 

To overcome the problem discussed in \d}~ a proposal has 

18 



7(1 
been made by Shafi and '.,'ilenkin-- ~·~hich t-equires an e;.:tra inflaton 

of the density 

perturbation may be overcome considering a vet-y ~~eakly interacting 

_i'? 

field ~ ~c,.. 10 .:..-'- }c Un-fortunately, SU~5) BUT does not 

permit such a t·Je·ak field. Ther-efon:~, it concluded that the 

SLH5} GUT is cosmologically unacceptable. Hc<we··,.e~-, such fields may 

theories. Inflation of 

the ear-ly universe can be incorporated in a natural ~ay in such 

7-" 

theories.'.._ 

7'? 
Nazenko et al.~~ have raised another serious objection 

against the ne~-";! inflationary models of the e.::u--l·:l uni··...-erse • It \-•;a:. 

pcdnted out that due to the violent fluctuations of the field 

the field ma}· not 

settle into the false vacuum state \ ¢ = 0 } 

cools. They have claimed that the models of new inflation are 

based on t-~rong physics. It was argued by them that many models 

previously considen~d as candidates fot- ne~: inflation do not enter 

¢ is only gravitc::tionaly coupled to other at high 

temperature the mechanism which confines the field at the value 

¢ = 0 will no longer be valid. In the absence of such confining 

fcli·-ces we e;-;pect large thermal fluctuations. As a 

t--"1-ill be inhomogeneow:: .• For ¢
0 

< Np the spatial fluctuations in 

may be much larger than the separation between the minima of '.i{¢}~ 

The enet-gy momentum tensor T 
J-IP 

19 
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consequently inflation 1.~d.ll not occuru They argue:· that 

universe e:>:pands the scalar field t·Jill lose energy~ At 

as the 

T = T c 

the enenJy content of the ·field is insufficient to cross the 

potential barrier at ¢> = 0 and. therefore. ¢-h:) vli 11 ~-apidl y 

value ¢0 if initially ¢0 <>h < 0 Similarly ¢ \ -+ 
rel a>: to a - - >: 'J 

will rela>: to + ¢0 i ·f initially -+ > 0. Therefore, at T < + ) ¢1.>:} ,._ 

T c spatial domains vli ·th ¢>f.>:} = :: ¢
0 

v.ii 11 be formed. It can be 

!:-hovm that in such dom.:d ns Vt¢) = D • Con=-equently., the equation 

of state necessary for inflation cannot be obtained. 

Alb:n:~cht 
7-='" 

and Brandenberger'~ and Albrecht et al.74 almost 

simultaneously showed that the above argument is not correct in 

generalu The discrepancies can be avoided by a new approach to 

pha=-e transition in the cosmological models {111hich does not u=-e the 

concept of an e-ffecti -.,..e potential. They have shovm that in many 

models the expansion of the t.mivet-se leads to a suf-ficient Hubble 

damping of the field configuration which gives rise to a long 

intet-medi ate phase o-f inflation. For the Ct~-model as well as in 

quat-tic scalar field potential with double ~~ell~ the new inflation 
..,_. 

can be realized~ Another objection l.-~as pointed by Linde . ..:.o He 

pointed out that in theories with a large value of the vacuum 

potential energy V\¢} and a sufficiently small coupling constant 

),~ the inflationar',,' universe scenario based on a temperature 

dependent phase b~ansition cannot be t-eali:zed. This obser-vation 

provided a strong motivation for the chaotic model suggested by 

him o This \"3i 11 be discussed in the ne:>: t chapter. 

2(t 



L3 AI H OF THE 1-IORK. : 

The aim of the t-mrk is to study some cosmological 

models of the early universe which are consistent l-..Si th the t-ecent-

theories o-f elementary particle interactions at high energies and 

also with the constraints imposed hy various astrophysical 

observations. !~Je vd 11 study cosmological models '¥11 thin the 

framet-~ork o-f a quantum field theory in cm--ved space-time4 Since an 

inflationary stage seems to be an essential ingradient of modern 

cosmological models, v3e will study various types of :i nf 1 at i onar·t 

model Sa D:i -fferent aspects o-f any o-f these models need to be 

studied care-fully befon: it can be considered as an acceptable 

theory of the early universe. f.t}e have undertaken such a study li'.Ji th 

particular emphasis on the mechanisms that lead to an inflationary 

stage and also allows a natural -e>:it -from it. 

The models which we have chosen for this study are ~ 

{i} the chaotic inflation~ 

4-dimensions and Hii > 

{ - .;; ' • 3. .L .f the higher derivative theories in 

higher des--i vati ve theories in higher 

dimensions. We have analysed these models critically and also 

obtained some new results. Our aim has been to study the efficacy 

of these models in j::H~oviding a realistic scenario of the early 

uni vere.e. 
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I..4 SUHNARY OF THE v/ORK : 

Chapter I gives an introduction into the background and nature of 

the problems s·tudied and also summarizes the r-esul-ts obtained. 

Chaplet' II In this chapter, the chaotic 
., . 

• .r..b 
scenal~l.o;: 

as proposed by Linde :iS bt-iefly t-e-..<iewed. The chaotic scenario is 

then studied in ;:;n 2.ni sot~-opi c universe model~ ~Je have con!:-i dered, 

in particul at-., an ani sob--opi c Kanto~::.ki -Sachs. O<S) 
.._ . 75 

me'L.rl.c~ For a 

weakly coupled inflaton field the Einstein's field equation admits 

types of cosmological For- one of these 

solutions,. the initial washes out as the 

e>:pands while for the other there 3. s such b·- ansi{,: ion to an 

isotropic universe. In the second case, the measure of ani !:.otropy 

remains constantg We have shown that the chaotic model can be 

realized in the KS-metric~ This observation justifies the claim of 

Linde that the ideas of chaotic scenario are fairly general~ The 

concept that the p~~esent state of the uni vei~se should not depend 

on any specific choice of the initial data gets realized our 

results., since though simple describes rather 

e>:ceptional type of ani sob·-opyw 

Chapter III : In thi!:. chapter 01 the e··.<'olution o·f the eat-ly universe 

in higher derivative theol~ies has been s·tudied. As a special case, 

22 



we ha··1e studied in detail the modified Starobinsky models which is 

described by an action quadratic in curvature : 

s = -4-
d X • ( 1.3 } 

16 rr 

Depending on the initial conditionss the early universe in this 

model may evolve from one of the two different initial stages . 
" 

(i} de Sitter and (i i) Non-de Sitter \NdS}a In the original 

Starobinsky model 9 the de Sitter phase is an exact solution which 

is~ hort1ever, unstable. On the other hand, the de Sitter stage is 

only an approximate solution in the modified model. The NdS 

solution noted by us e>:hibits enth-ely new features in the initial 

stages o·f the e··.tolution~ l'lle have emphasized these ne1r1 features. t-'lle 

also follow the evolution of the universe in different stages, 

eGg. the initial NdS-phase, quasi-e>:ponential inflations particle 

production, reheating etc. An interesting result 

in the flat ( K = 0 ) model is that the choice of 

110 
c•btained 

the initial 

value of the scalar curvature ( R } determines whether R should 

increase or decrease. In both the cases R tends asymptotically ·to 

( _
1
_,., ) 1/3 ., 

12 !3..._ 
the value where f3 . is a constant • However, the 

magnitude of the inflation is almost independent of this 

undetermined constant <t3>s lfJhich is undoubtedly a good feature 

of the model. In the closed model ( K = + 1 } , f~ is ·found to be 

time dependentG He~-e, · the :.cal e factor of the universe grot-~s 



~--

linearly with time. The solution is unstable and eventually the 

univer-se enters into a differEnt phase of e:>:pansi on, as in the 

flat model. The solution found in open !< = -1 } model is also· 

discussed. Hov~ever ~ the seal a!~ cLu-vature {R} here is zero and the 

solution is not veE"-y inte:n:~sting -from a physical point of 
,-. 

The modification in the Starobinsky model
7 

brings in a substantial 

change in the original scenario in the earlier stages and the new 

t-esult.s may have intes--esting applications in the fDrmulation o·f 

quantum cosmology. 

Chapter IV : In this chapter~ {;olE ha··.1e presented a scenario o·f 

evolution of a ten dimensional universe. As theories of 

interactions often require dimensions more than for 

the 

..._ ,_ . 
t->:e:t r 

·formulation~ it is essential to check i·f consistent cosmological 

solutions, which can accommodate these theories are also 

Higher deri vati ··,te in the gravitational action and, in 

the Gauss-'-Bonnet combinations occ'Lu·-- in a natural way 

in many theories. Cosmological solutionsfor these theories in ten 

dimensions have been studied.· An attempt has been made to 

constr-uct a scenario 1.-;hich includes a spontaneous 

compactification~ an i nf 1 at i on.:.u--y epoch by a 

dimensional radiation dominated stage. It is noted that an 

action containing matter- loop corr-ection~ including the 

temperature effect~ it is possible to have a realistic scenario, 

provided there is an in·fl ationat-y stage of the early 

24 



10-dimensional unive..-se. A mechanism is suggested which keeps the 

4-dimensional cosmological constant small, close to zero. The 

·~· study t-eveo:'lls a rich structure of the theory due to the presence 

of Gauss-Bonnet tenus~ although one gets back the usual Einstein 

equation in four dimensions at a large time. 
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*cHAPTER II 

CHAOTIC INFLATIOl•lARY 1 .. fODELS 

·~· 

* A part of this chapter- has already been published in Re-f. 



II. I Il<tTRODUCTION : 

The i n-f l ati on<:n·-y d 
, 5 

mo e~s of the eat-1 y 

"4 'IC" 
including the new inflationary model.._ ,.._-3 ma~~e use of 

tr-ansition which some fine-tuning ei the!~ 

universe 

phase 

in the 

potential o·f t~-i=E' in·flaton field rJ> or in initial conditions 

Linde 
26 

ir~ 1983 proposed approach to obtain a ne!-'.i of the universe. 

an inflationary apparently needs no 

specific finE·-tuning. In the nel-'J model , an infla·ton field is 

needed but the initial state of the field is non-thermal. 

The advant<:;ge o-f the model is that i·t is not essential to restric-t 

to a particular initial configuration ¢ = 0 as was required in 

the ne't.-.1 i nfl at ion model~ The homogeneous field instead can take 

any value provided by a ;~andom ini·tial dL:::.t~~ibution satisfying the 

constraint '.) ( rj>} 
B. < M. 
p This constr-aint is necessary so that the 

quantum behavior of gl~avi ty does not dominate and a classical 

description of space-time remains valid~ Since the initial data 

scenario is called 

chaotic in-flationary scenarioQ The basic motivation fot- 'h l:. .... e new 

scenario t·Jas to look fm~ a theory o-f evolution v~i thout imposing 

unnatural cons.trai nts on the shape n·f the effective potential. If 

successful~ it will~ therefore, be an attractive scenario of the 

early uni· .... ·ers.e. The scenario can be implemented in a ~~ide class of 

theories as has been confirmed by 
77-'i=l di ffet-ent authors. ~ ~ This 

includes a simple class. of theo..-ies. for the seal al"- field rj> with 

27 
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a polynomial effective potential~ V ,-/o.n <~. .,.. .,... " n 
79 

!t~i th the 

assumption that initially satisfies c a¢ }2 
( 

f..! "-" 

in 

a domEdn of size The temperature dependent phase 

be ;::.ince the finite temperatw,..e 

cor~-ecti ons small compa;~ect to the potential at T < M and r/> >> 

N . For a pun? 
p 

4· 
1~¢ =theos--y., quantum fluctuations the initial 

universe can drive ¢ to a very large value. The field may take 

corssiderable time- t.o rela): baci;: to tt-se rnirtimL~m, Tt-~t.IS the chaotic 

e.cenario need not be accompanied by phae.e transition 

mechanism. Suf-ficient inflation may be obtained if the time taken 

by the process is suf-ficiently large, obeying J H dt > 65. 

Let us now briefly desc~~i be the mecdel ~ i.•Je assume that 

the space-time is of the Ft-i edmc.m-Robertson-f.>Jal ket- ~FRWl type : 

d -~ 2 
~ .. 3 = 

...... 

ds
2 = 

1 

dr
2 

2 
- kr 

3.~ t L t · - -'-t..h•e ~v~. e~~Pr-r,=ce~ ~3 ~ 1 =· s ~e me r 1. c ec-r- . 1, f>J , = _, = - u.• , !R
3 

and !H
3 

cecrresponding 

to k = -+1, 0 and -1 

space-time co-ordinates. 

determined by the Einstein's 

R 
j...!V 

and 

The eveclution of 

field equation :; 

28 
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,_. 
. ' 

scalar and T 
f..Jl> 

represents the energy mcmentum tensor. Let us noli'J consider 

cla!::-sical scalar field· \inflatcn} desci~ibed by a Lagr-angian 

v;here \H¢) is the potential enen;rt« The ener--gy momentum tensor is 

{ 2.4 ) 

For- the meb·-ic and ~~i 11 give 

independent equat i c•ns ;; 

k 

2 
a 

H 

3~ p 

·t- ~ 
8n 

-
·:;n-/,2 
~·Lp 

~ 2.5 } 

~b2 r V(¢) J \ 2D6 } L 

time t. 

The evolution o·f the !::.calar field is gi ··,ten by the equation 

¢ "+ 3 H ¢ = 0 . 

of chaotic inflation made the 

following assumptions : 

a) Space-t:ime is isotropic and homogeneous, 

the spatial cui~··.tatLu--e 
2 

J::./ a of ·the space-time is 

negligible compared to other terms in the field 

equation'; 

cl the matter part is determined mainly by the scalar 

29 



field ¢ vJhich is ~·;eakly interacting, 

d} the time and space- derivative terms are small 

compared to the potential in the inflaton 

e) the inflaton field is spatially homogeneous and 

depends on time only. 

t-Ji th the assumption \e),. the -field equations 

reduce to 

For simplicity 't--¥E 

2 
H = 

·¢ + 3 

Brr 

3~ 
p 

H 1> 

assume,. VC¢) = 

+ v (tj>) = 0 

1 
~' ¢4. At t 

4 

( 2~5 } and ( 2.7 } 

{ 2.8 ) 

. ~ 2.9 ) 

.... ~Plam:k time},. 

all values of ¢ suhject to the condition VC¢) 4 < Mp are assumed 
'\.• 

to 

be equally probable. It can be shown that if the initial value o·f 

the -field ¢satisfies the constt-aint rh 
'o 

1 
>>-':! Mp --· 

the kinetic 

term in the eq.~2.8) can be neglected and the friction term 3 H ¢ 

in the eq. {2~9} ma~~es the vat-iation of ¢ very ;:.low so that one can 

neglect¢. The eqs.\2.8} and <2.9} can he solved and • .L 
J.t.. is 

·found that the domain of the universe in '1-~hich ¢ is initially 
..., 

homogeneous e>:pands e>:ponenti ally fot- H << Ir'" : 

a{ t) = a -exp { Ht.) 
0 

( 2.10 ) 

~ 

where H = ( Srr V{ ¢) /3~ ) ~./2= ( : rrA. ) 
2 

and the field decreases 
Mp 
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as 

It can be shown that the standard cosmological problems can be 

sol··,ted if the observed pa~-t. of the univer-se emen;jeS from a region 

-~-1 having initially ¢ ( t ~ n 0 0 .--
} > 

·?<4 
Mp R This lower bounds on 

ensures that the magni·tude of inflation, ( f H dt } is 

sufficient ·fot- this purpose. Starting vdth this high value'jl the 

field ¢ decreases rapidly and near the minimum of V(rj;>) it start~~ 

oscillating rapidly. The oscillation of the field transforms the 

potential energy V(¢ ~ Mp/3) into heat. The reheating temperature 

of the universe could be 0~ ),-
1

·""·
4 I"J.-. } or lo~o"Jer- depending on 

r the 

strength of coupling of ¢ vdth other mattet- fields. A good featw·-e 

i ndependen·t 

of ·1' the initial value of the in·flaton o/0 'jl 
field for ./.. ., ., M 

<r'o .•.... · P 

8(l 
Linde in a subsequent investigation has sho{'m that the scenario 

•ry 

can be realized even to-1hen ¢is initially highly fluctuating ( ~ ¢"'-
2 

>> VC¢) ) relaxing the assumption (d}. In this case the initial 

value o·f the kinetic term decr-eases more rapidly ~ "' 
-6 

a } than 

the potential term. Consequently a potential dominated regime 

soon appears leading to inflationc Papantonopoulos et 

shovm that the favow·-able situation for inflation.,. '¢.2 

81 
at 

<< 

emer-ges quite natu:;--all y if one introduces an a>: ion field t; 

have 

which 

has only derivative coupling to 4> = The additional field plays a 

very significant t-ole for- t-ealising the E:.ituation ¢ << \H¢} at a 

-1 
slight~later time~ ~ 10 Mp~ even if ¢ 
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A2 
Pollock

0 
has e>:amined the above result and claimed that the 

non-minima1 couplings of tj> and ( are not essential~ Instead"' 

fine-tuning in the potential may lead to the conditions required 

H'""" 
for inflation. Recently , Madsen and Coles ~ have investigated the 

chaotic inflation in an isotropic Robertson-Walker uni··.1erse 

rela>:ing the assumptions \d) 'J They have shown, by 

numerical calculations, the ··.liability of the chao-tic model e··,len in 

cases of the dominance of the spatial deri -.... ·ati ve terms and the 

dominance o·f spatial curvab.u·-e term in a closed k :::: + 

The chc::otic inflationary universe scenario is" 

there-fore"' an attractive model 1>-Jhich has been widely studied in an 

isotropic Robertson-WalJ;er background. Ho~t;ever, the assumption of 

an isotropic space-time is a special choice. ~~ realistic chaotic 

model should not depend on any specific choice of initial 

conditions. be particularly useful to study the effects of 

an initial anisotropy in this chaotic scenario~ The problem of 

isotropization of the universe in some anisotropic cosmology, 

mostly o·f the Bianchi types, has already been .. 84-88 
stuu1ed. 

Holo'~ever, the p-r-ocess of isotropization in an inflation.:n-y scenal~io 

needs further in\.·estigation. In the ne>:t section of thi !:- chapter 

we shall discuss our \"$DI~k on the e·f feC"ts o·f an 

in the chaotic scenario a t~Je have chosen 

anisotropic Kan·toi-.lski -Sachs (in short, KS> 

initial ani sott-opy 

in particular an 

d . 175 mo e to realise 

Linde's chaotic scenarioa The KS-model has some interesting 
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89 
features some of which can be studied e>:actlym Weber has shown 

that there e>: i sts a class of KS-model s with a non zero 

cosmological constant ( A ~ 0 > ~'11hich become isotropic 

asymptotically. Our aim has been to e>:amine the possibility o-f 

accommodating a chaotic i n·f 1 ation.:n-y scen.:n-io within these 

asymptotically isotropic KS-models. We have seen that it is indeed 

possible to construct a chaotic model in the anisotropic KS-metric 

t+lhich justifies the claim of Linde that the ideas of the chaotic 

scenario are fairly general. The concept that the present universe 

should not depend on any specific choice of initial values gets 

further support from our results 7 because I<S-models 7 though 

simple~ describe a rather exceptional type of anisotropy. In 

sec.II.2 7 we shall set up the field equations in the 1<8-model, and 

in sec.II~3i' J.-Je discuss the essential features of the solutions 

t·Jhich lead to an inflationary regime. Our conclusions are gi··,.en in 

sec. I 1.4 • In sec I I. 5 \.~e shall briefly review the recent 

developments of the model introduced by L 
.. d 9(1-93 
l.n e and 

94-97 
others • 
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II.2 FIELD EQUATIONS ItV THE K.S-HODEL : 

The KS-meb--ic is described by the line e-lement : 

( 2 .. 12 } 

The metric is locally sym~net1"-ic and defines 

space-time ~'~!hose homogeneous spatial h-y·persut-face-s do not admit 

any 3-pat-ame-tel~ simple tt--ansitive group of i some-tries. In fact., 

the isom-etry 8-:r __ , is isomorphic t.vi th 

2-di rnerssi onal orbits. Thus - .J.. poJ.n;...s on the 2-surfaces (t = const • ., ~~ 

= const.} as--e found to be \isometrically} equivalent.. Moreover, 

each homogeneous space sections ~ t = const~ ) is semi-closed in 

the sense that the corresponding covet-ing mani fc<ld has the 

topology R1 X The pc<si t.i ve seal a!~ cLtr~TitatLtre on the closed 

' - - ~- • '--· ..1..1,-= R·-"- ..; -- , -- R* -sec-r:J;. ons J. !'::- y1 ven u::r LH~ ,_,.\..C... ~caJ. ar . -

o-f matter- in the KS uni ver!:::-e are ch;:u--actes--i zed by the absence of 

vorticity ~w = 0}~ but there is non-vanishing shear~ 
1 • 

a = -(3. ~X/X -

Y/Y}. Let H
1 

= X/X. and H
2 

= Y/Y be the e>:pansi an rates al ang the 

radial and angul at- di t-e-cti ons respectively ; H, 

expansion rate; R and V~ the mean scale ·factor 

scale factor"~ respe~tively. We have 

+ 2 H) 
2 

R = = R 
1 v 
3 v 

The ave-s--·age e>:pansi on is de-fined by 

t-.,;ith 
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be the average 

and the "volume-

( 2.13) 

( 2.14 



( 2.15 ) 

Fm·- an :isotropic e>:pansion, H
1 

= H
2 

= H t-¥hich implies A = D~ 

Let us no?~ ~.oJt-i te the Einstein's field equation fc•r the 

metric \2. 12} : 

X y 1 
·z 

+ y 

2 + = 8n-G p 
X 

2 ' y y 
~ 2. 16 ) 

y 1 
•z 

+ y 
2 + = - 8-rrG p 

y y2 '] 

y X X y 
= - 8n-G p s: 2~18 } 

y X X y 

~o determine the energy density ( p } ) we 

~- consider a cLassical scalar field ¢ desct-ibed b·t the Lagrangian 

(2.3}. If the field is assumed to be spatially homogeneous., p and 

p which follow from eq. C2.4l are given by 

1 ¢2 VC¢) p = 2 + 
' 

( 2.19 ) 

1 ¢2 VC¢) p = 2 ( 2. 2(J 

The :initial conf:i~urc::tion of the field is chosen in such a v-~ay 

t.hat the ~~inetic tenn is small compared to the potential term 

V<¢>. The total energy is then dominated by the potential energy 

and it acts as a cosmological constant 

A = 8-rrG VC ¢) ( 2.21 ) 

The corresponding i nf 1 ati onary scenario wi 11 be di !:.cussed in the 

-~ following section. 
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II.3 'CHAOTIC INFLATION IN KS-HODEL : 

Let us no~>"~ consider the evolution of the vacuum scalar 

field ¢in a J<S-universe trlith the initial values speci-fied at the 

Planck time. It has alt-eady been pointed out by Linde
26 

that in 

the theories v~i th a 1 arge value of the vacuum potential energy 

and sufficiently small coupling constant A inflationary 

uni ve:r-se sl=enari o based on a temperatm·-e dependent phase 

transition cannot he real i:ced. The high tempe~~atut-e effects cannot 

influence the behavior of the inflaton field ¢., if the initial 

1 4 
value of ¢ is large. For a 4 /,¢ -theory, this happens if ¢ at 

.-.1 I t• . _.._ th l 10-1 ), 1 / 4 "'}p r- anc~{ 1me.· 1 s grea1::er an ~ _ s· ). This observation 

provided another motivation for-the chaotic 
26 

model. We assume 

that the initial values of ¢and its det-ivative tj> ( at the Plane!~ 

The field ¢ satisfies the 

dynamical equation ~ 

X y a vc ¢-:> 

( 2 
y 

) r/> = 0 .. ( 2.22 ) 

We now consider two possibilities : 

1 .2 1 
and Hi> 

2 2 

1 .2 
Case (i'j: For-·¢ 

2 
>> V <¢> ., the enen~y-momentum tensor has the 
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same form as that for the stiff matter~ 

p = p = 

> M .... P 

1 ~2 

2 

.. ' Gv 

d¢ 

( X/X -t> 2 Y /Y ) ¢ = 0 

fot-

The solution of the eq~ <2~24} is given -for a small t l:r}" 

const. c 
r/> = 

the 

{ 2.24 } 

·: 2. 25 } 

c is a constant by the behavior 

The s·ti ff 
98 

mattes-- sol uti on 
2 

given by X Y _ t . The 

eithEr evolves from :; 

X = X 
0 

X = X t 
0 

~a} 

t5 1 - [?.: )/3 
~ 

y = y t ( 2 + fJ )/6 
0 

Cb) a cigar-like singularity , 
{ [?.: - 1 )/3 y = y t ( 2 .. [?.: ) /6 

0 , 

'} -2 < [?.: < 1, 

1 < r~ < 2. 

The abo-·.<e solutions <2.26} and 

2 3/\4-0) 

r Yo ·:::.- l t << ( 4 - f/~) 

L 12 j 

~-olution 

~ 2.26 

{ 2~27 } 

( 2.28 } 

The upper- l:imi·i: Df time upto which the solutions an:- valid is 
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~--

determined by 

r be c = + - L 

Y and 
0 

4 rl 
48 . ·rr G 

{5 ; note~ is found to 

11/2 
J 

There is another type of singular solution which is 

'") 

barrel type X const. y = y ..; t for t i.-- ,_. k/4 The nature : ' "' " ' ~ . 
0 0 

of the e··,..olution of ¢ and ¢ in the barrel type case may belong tc• 

either o-f the .::.bove two cases. Therefore~ i..>Je shall discuss the 

evolution only ·for the first two ca!:-es 

interested in the solutions for t > t ... avsay from the singularity~ .. 
it will be useful to note that the nature of the singularity 

determine!:. the sign o-f the constant c in (2.25}~ because 

t; > 0 • Thus, t-:e have c :;- D fol~ the point-like case and c < 0 ·for 

the cigar-like case. 

~a} Fol"- c > 0 : 

In this case, we have specifically, 

r/> > 0 
0 

!."~hich gives 

~ + ~ M- 1 ln t 'f'"o ,._ .. o '"p 

Thus¢ increases 5:-lot-·ily UorJa.rithJ}'I.ica"Lly_) for t 

"'F 

.,_ 
·' 

{ 2.29 } 

but the 

kinetic term i ¢~ decreases rapidly ~ 
2 

..., 
.L -..a::_ 
L The kinetic 

eventually becomes less important and V{rj>) may begin to dominate. 

To estimate roughly the time t = + 
'-1 

M-i that at t = one must have r/>0 Lp , 
0 

We choose Jc 
""' 

2 X 10-lD_ It can 

38 

when note 

'? :1 A M4 i.-- !''~ and V<¢) = - A.¢' ·<< ' 
,_ 

..,_. r-' 4 p 

be shown that du!~ing the time 



• ~ .l. o3 M-i + h f - .. d ~~~X p -·e 1e~ cj> <say ...... 2 t1p at the Planck time} gr-o~t~s 

slowly to ~ ...... 10 Mp~ while 

the value of r/> , from r/> ...... 

then~ 

2 
M p 

is a 

to 

consider-able reduction of 

10-4 '"") 

¢1 
r~-<- I·f the .,_. '>p• 

variation of¢ continues to be small~ V<¢) remains nearly constant 

and we e>:pect an in-flationary era to emerge. The situation is 

similar to its FRi>J analogue~ studied by Linde'aO • 

~b} For c < 0 :; 

We have 

.~.. < 0 
'+'"o 

t-•1hi ch gives 

l.n. t 0 ( 2.31 } 

t~se have a decreasing mode for r/> 
' l>'lhich presents an 

interesting possibility. Here, the field ¢-goes to zero in a time 

t....., given hy 
..:.. 

¢0 [ ] -J- ( 2.32 } -...., ...... -exp 
-1 ...:. 

lrt>ol Mp 

The domination of V<¢> "J i·f possible must take place at an earliel-

time t
1 

< t
2 

• If the solution t. 2. 31} remains appro>:imatel y 

··1al id ~ i .. ·Je get the condition 

( 
lr!>ol 

-1 r2 -1 2 )1/4 
Np 

¢0 - 14>0 1 Mp l.n t
1 

) ( ( ,., ""':1"7 ' ), ~Dr-'-" I 

tl 

We consider an e:>:ampleQ If ¢
0 

is ...... 14 Mp , aftei"- a period t
1 

..._. 3 X 

10
3 ~p-l th= f" ld d t ' t 6~ ~-1 ~ d 1'1 = · J. E'4 re uces o aoou ~~p , ~Jul. e '+'" ecreases ·from ¢

0 
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and we e:>:pect inflationary scenario. 

Hov~ever., if¢ <s M_., there will be no inflation. 
0 j-< 

Thus~ in hoth the modes there are possibilities of an 

mode one should 

stat-t ~~~ith a suf-ficiently lanJe value of ¢at the Planck time. 

Case (ii) : The inflationar·i'· stage :; No~·J we consider the !:-ituation 

vJhen The situation may he realized right at the 

steps outlined above. Since ¢ is 

small.; ·the potential energy '..l{r/>) act=- almost as a cosmological 

constant given b-:,.· A = 8-n-G V { rj>}. Webef- has discussed the 

features of the solutions of the !<8-field equations with 

cosmological ... 89 -· cons~.-ant. lt has be-en E-hown that there is a cla.SE-

of solutions ~~hi ch tend asymptotically to the isots--opic 

e~ponential solution., X y -exp [ -1 A/3 } for large 

cosmological times. The solutions may be classified accor-ding to 

their behavior near the singularity ( t ~ 0 ' J • There 

categor-ies :: Cal Point-like :; X ~ t, {b} Cigar-like :: 

Y t 2/3 =sn.d ; ) c.a- ' "' .... ,c •-IICat~e : Although 

1.-·~e need these classical solutions to describe the inflationary 

t.mi verse only aftet- a neat-1 y cong.tant '..,.'l,rj>) starts domi nat.i ng the 

vacuum energy density., it will be useful to consider the solutions 

along with their behavi c,t- neal~ t ..,_, 0 

In the KS-metric, the Einstein field eqsQ ~2. 16-2. 19) 

·fot- a vacuum l.·~ith a cosmological constant. can be integrated to 
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~ 

obtain ::: 

y = K }( 

and 

.2 
1 y !..'4. 

+ = 2 y2 3 y y 

and a are integration constants and 

choose a:= 0 and Y\Q) = 0., l?~e get Y\0} = 

are given by 

y = 

1 

K 

1 

H 
0 

Cosh H t. 
0 

, 

~ 
0 

H 
D 

-1 
H 

0 

= ·{ A/3 

and the 

( 2D34 ) 

t 2 .. 35 } 

solutions 

~ 2.36 } 

{ 2.37 } 

which has a pancat{e type initial behavior~ The values of l-1 and A 

are given by 

H 
1 

H ( Coth H t. 2 t.an.h H t ) = + 3 0 0 0 ? 
\ 2.38 ) 

l Coth H ..L. - tanh H t r '-
0 C< 

A = 2 
Coth H t + 2 tanh H t 

0 0 

Clearly the solutions have the asymptotic e;;.:ponential behavior-

X:> y 

and anisotropy also ~lashes out i.e., a large t 
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~' 

H -1> H ~~hi ch i mpl :i es A ~ 0 ~ 
0 

For a ~ 0 ~ eqs. { 2.34 ) and ) cannot be 

integrated in a closed form. However~ the solution shows a cigar 

l i !~e behavior near t = 0 • Fm·- a large behaves ttse 

solution \2.36) !:-olution 

-1 
H ~ << y << 

D 
a ~ can be obtained as 

A = 2 

( aH )1 /"".3 
X= __ o 

K 

y = [ 01 

~ 
0 

[ 
tanh 

3 H t. 
2 0 

3 
t.anh H t. 

2 0 

3 
Cosh 2 H

0
t 

~· I 1/"".3 3 H t 
S:t.nfl 2 

0
. 

- Cot.h 
3 H t. 
2 0 

3 + Coth H t. 
2 0 

., { 2.41 } 

.{ 2.42 } 

r .. 2.43 } 

0 

It is interesting to note that for the solutions (2.41)-(2.42) the 

shear o and hence the anisotropy parameter A turn out to be 

independent o·f a • Gren
99 

has sho{.o;n that in-flation may occur in a 

Bianchi~I anisotropic universe even for an 

initial anisotropy as the ··.1alue of H obtained 

the initial value of the shear o . 
0 

arbitrarily large 

is independent of 

The sheai"- is uniquely detenni ned in the above two cases : 

2 = -::;;. H Cosech 
r..:.' o 

42 

<2H t) 
0 

for a = o'J 

fol~ 01 :j: 0. { 2.44 } 



\.--.Jhich decays e}:ponentially towards zero for 

e):pansion parameter ~e) is given by :;: 

e = X/X + 2 Y/Y 

~ ~ ~ 1 (l(l r"' h . '""' 
t.~hich tends tov~ard!:- ...).H • br~, , ~a ,rn anu . . 0 

H t 
0 

})-

' 101 !<,of man 

1 and the 

( 2.45 } 

and Gr:0n 

1 ,-~"' 
and Er-iksen .,_ . .._ obtained r-esults similar to those obtained by 

76 
us 

Since ";a large a can occur only an earl i e1r- t i rrse .. Thus, 

-for- a classical de!:-cription of an anisotropic 

the Pl arsc~{ epoch, we shall have to restri c:t ourselves to the class 

of models with a < 10
19 GeVR 

~ L" 
SOl.Ui..J.Ofi which is pe':""manently anisotropic also 

e>:ists in the KS·-cosmology~ The field equations r-educe to the 

simple form :: 

X 

X 
= 3 ~ and 

0 
= 3 I-f { 2.46 } 

0 

if one assumes Y = 0. The solutions for X and Y are given by 

< 2.47a ) 
' 

Y = const.. ( 2.47b } 

In this case the measure of anisotropy is a constant 

A= The above solution corresponds to the infinite 
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,. , . 89 I' type solution o~ ~eoer. 1: act!:. as a 

cosmological constant~ there is a class of solution 

through .::1n inflationary stage. E>:cepting the solu·tion 2.47 

the anisotropy in the initial universe washes out as the universe 

e::.:pands. Thus a description in terms o·f the inflationa~-y solution 

of the field equation is possible whatever be the nature of 

II.5 CONCLUSIONS : 

To cm-sclude" the results confirm that the chaotic 

!:-cenario can be realized in the I<S- models. This of 

not to suggest that the -early universe \-~as a t<S uni··lerse, rathes--

:it !:-ho~~s that the chaotic model i~- fairly general and 

could be formulated be the initial 

anisob·-opy. Detail=- of the chaotic model"~ consistent 

cosmological con!:-traints ~e. g.~ the adiabatic density per-turbation 

-i.l 
gene~-ated du~-ing inflation" oplp < 10 ') t-emains to be ~~or!~ed out~ 

Linde has proposed a model with 

fields ~; "i some o·f may steeper 
.>. 

of additional !:-cal ar 

potentials so that ~-
1 

may rapidly roll do~m to the minima o·f the t-espective potentials 

V(~.). These fields may 
:s. 

- - ..L. 1. l.nl.Ll.al:e the inflation., t-;hich may be 

sustained at the last stage by the t-"\leakly coupled scala~- field 

This scenario may provide a useful first step ·fo1~ 

the constl~uction of a realistic model, 
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II.4 RECENT DD'ELOPNEtVTS I1't' THE CHAOTIC HODEL : 

Recent 
90-93 103 developments 'll in the chaotic model are 

aimed at making the scenario a mor-e realistic de!:-ct-iption of the 

early universe. The formation of global structure due to the 

quantum effect in the early universe has already t<een e;;plored by 

Linde. This has led to the formulation of chaotic 

scenario. According to the scenario it is not essential to 

consider that the universe was created at some paJrticular time t 

nor it is necessar-y for it to e):ist eternally. To understand the 

eternal scenario let us consider a domain containing a 

sufficiently large scalar field ¢ so that dominates the 

energy density of the universe. The density fluctuation [ Linde in 

RefM5 J at 

.ll 

~ (classical value of the inflaton field} is '>-'c 

6p 

p 

16 

-F.f. < ·-

In a A¢' -theory'll one may choose a ¢ = ¢* 

~ 2.46 } 

to make 

6plp "" 00}. The initial con·figtwation of the inflaton field is 

assumed to be fairly homogeneous so that the spatial gradient can 

be neglected. The field then rolls to~1ards the minimum of the 

potential during t<Jhich the universe e>;pands e):ponentially. The 

roll down time depends on both classical and quantum effects • For 

4 
A¢ -theory, it is easy to show from that the classical 

-1 
field ¢ in a Hubble time t = H ~ decreases by ~¢ ~ 1/¢ Hot.~ever-: 
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.-4 

inhomogeneities 6¢ { >: } are also produced ~·d th a wa··,..el engt.h bigger 

t.han.t.he size of the event hot-i zon 
-1 H during inflation an 

H .... 104 
average amplitude 1.<:,.+, I - .+.. .£. - - Th r ~<r·· <y - ~eri2TOre 7 .. w 2n :-w..- 16¢ 1 < < t.¢ i f 

¢ << ¢* ~ In this case the fluctuations of the field ¢ p~-acticall y 

do not influence the process of rolling of the field down to the 

minimum Ccf '.} ( ¢,} .; However the behavior- of ·the field ¢ in dom;:dns 

with ¢ ::::-> ¢."* is much more interesting. Let us conside~~ a domain 

of . H-l . ~~-.. h S:l ze !.'13. ._., a . omogeneous field .-/... ·;. ;. .-/... 
'f'" . . 'f'"* of 

-1 
size H ~ • In the 

inflationary regime the domain l > 0\H-
1

} in a typical time T 

3 
times and its ··1olume increases b}' e times. As 

a r-esult, 
-1 

a time H of size 

are formed. In half o·f these domains, the fluctuations will 

increase the magnitude o·f ¢ by 4> + 6¢ - 6¢ These 

domains in turn ~·~i 11 independently and will create 

further domains with fields ¢ Thus~ the inflaton field 

permanently grows in half of the domains. The increase in ¢ 

inci"-eases V{¢) and H~¢} • The pc,tential V{rj>) t.~hich was many ..... 
Ll. ffse~-

4 
smaller than Mp at ¢ >> ¢* gradually increases. The geometry of 

the miniuniverses produced may be different from that of the 

parent t.mive;~se !.-~hid! t-·~as created at some initial moment t = 0 and 

1.-Ji 11 disappear at t = L • The main part of the universe max 
appea!~s 

as a result of the expansion of 

possible field ¢ 

that the process of 

a domain containing 

the formation 

4 
M • >p • 

of 

a ma>:imal 

It can be 

infl ationa1~y 

miniuniverses with a grot-"'.!ing field 4> becomes suppressed at r/> )} 
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C<CCt.u·-s 

because 
.... _____ _ 
·"' _.- Thus the process of self 

,-l/6M. . ~ / ~-1/4 
fo;~ the r-ange A np <~ ..,.... ', ,.._ However., i r~ the 

othet- half domed ns ~-vhere ·fl uctuat:i ons have decr-eased .+, bel ow .~-. <r·· '1-' -oc-

the above process will not occur. Rather each of the domains 

e>:pands e>:ponenti ally to 
-1..1"'\ . ·j o4 

exp (A ~~ ~ 10· em." and 

evolves eventually The ·total 

physical volume of the universe filled with a permanently gro~.iing 

field ¢ inc"-eases a!::- exp [ ( 3- ln 2 } HtJ and the physical volt.urse 

exp 

\Ht} This leads to two important consequences :; 

A domain of size 1. ::::- 00-1-l) containing the field ¢ } 

reproduce::. mini uni ve;;--ses 
) -:i./6,... )· .·\. ,.,0 

> 
This 

process of creation of the miniuni ··.terses occurs without an end. 

The inten?sting feature of the scenario is that" it is not 

e!::-sent i al to assume that the universe was created at some i ni ti al 

moment t = 0. The process of the creation and self-r-eproduction o·f 

the universe instead may occur eternallyw Consequently"~ it may 

have no beginning and no end. 

i i) As the mini-universe formation occurs at ¢ 

-11. 
i.e. 10 · N for ').._ p 

-1":} 
10 -~'l' the process of 

self-reproduction"~ therefore, occurs at densities much smaller 

.11. 
than the PlancJ~ density 00'1p) ~ The quantum ·fluctuations of the 

metric in the miniuni··.-et~ses at this small density 

to be small. This leads to an unchanged space-time structure in 

the new born universe. However 7 if the field ¢ ~ 
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the corresponding ene~-gy density is In this case 

fluctuations of all fields and of metric large fm·-

typical time scale This behavior leads to the 

generation of different classical scalar fields ~-. 
l. 

The quantum 

fluctuations may transfer the classical ·fields~
l 

in the net-~ born 

miniuni··r"et-se from one minimum of the effective potential V 

to another minimum. An interesting :.cenari o may 

considers chaotic in·flation in the Kaluza-Klein or 

(~. ,.d>) 
:i - . 

if one 

theories. \!.!hen ·the energv_' densit·y· of the field .+. grot--'#S to OP·1 
4

} '+'. >p " 

the quantum fluctuations of the metric in the corresponding domain 

become unity in the Planck scale. It was demonstrated by. Linde 

that in such domain=- an inflating D-dimensional uni ve;.-se can 

squeeze locally into a tube of :.maller dimension D-n. If the 

reduced 
-1 

~ D-n) di mensi anal tube of length greate~- than Np 1 s also 

inflationary then the sub!::.equent e>:pansion may occur independently 

of i ·ts p!~ehi stor-y and of the fate of the parent uni ··.ret-se. In this 

{'~ay the infl ationa~-y uni vet-se becomes divided into of 

miniuniver-ses o-f all possible types of compactification and 

dimensionalities~ 

Subsequently 
91 

it was shown that the eternal chaotic 

scenat-io i:. mor-e genet-ic in ~lhich the constraint 

= 0(3} for a massless self-interacting scalar field, required to 

obtain sufficient inflation in the chaotic scena1~io is not 

e=-=-ential in the conte>:t of the eternal scenario It is shown 

that if ¢ is :.omehot-~ constrained in the i ntes--val 0 < ¢ < 
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sufficient inflation may still he obtained by considering a 

combination o·f different types of scalar fields \P. 
l 

The 

evolution of the 1 atet- stage of the universe is driven by t.he 

lightest scalar field rf>. 
l 

v~hi ch also determines the 1 arge scale 

structure of the observable universe. 

It has been that the eternal chaotic 

? 
inflationary scenario can be n:?aliserl even in the P.~-model. The 

scenario behaves naturally to fit into a quantum scenario of the 

uni vei"-se. P.ecentl y, Futamase and Naeda \FN} 
94 

have shown that . r 
1T 

one consider-s a 

coupling = 

1 z: R q_.,2 -them-y tt~here t: ~ 0 
2 

1/6'} for confol~mal coupling 

non minimal 

} the chaotic 

inflationary scenario of the uni··1erse tt1ill not be realized unless 

e is negative or suf-ficiently small t: < -3 
10 .... Futamase et 

95 
aL 

ha-.. .. e sho\<'m in a subsequent paper that the addition of anisotr-opy 
_..., 

generally rules out the possibility o·f inflation ·fo1~ ( > 1D .._ but 

allot~s inflation for l;' < D. Recently Maeda et a ,96 h 
l. save shown 

? 
that the presence of R~-- term in the gFa· ... ·itational action gives 

rise to a chaotic inflation smoothly at all values of z: . 
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*cHAPTER III 

HIGHER DERIVATIVE HODELS 

*A major part of the contents of this chapter has already been 

pub: 1 i shed i n Ref.. ( 11 0} • 



IIL1 I hTRODUCT I ON : 

An in·flationary phase seems to be an essential 

all recent models o-f the early uni vet-se. The idea of an early 

· fl t · · ... d "" .-.t •- · '· 9 and othe-sb-a., 10 
~n a 1onary puase was propose uy ~ arou1ns~y • 

long befon:! the advantages of an inflation were ·fully realizedo 

The original motivation for the model was to remove the 

singularity in the cosmological solutions of the classical general 

relativity. The pn:?sence c•f the singulat-ity may indicate that at 

length scale smaller than ~p ~ 10-
33 

em., the classical theory 

breaks do~-.n., maJd ng it necessary to use a quantum theory of 

gravity. However., Einstein's theory cannot be quantized in a 

simple way. The theor}· is known to be non-renormalizable. The 

theory., hot~evet-., can be made t-enormalizable by adding curvature 

squared terms to the usual Einstein-Hilbert action. As we will 

see., the modified ver!:.ion of the Starobinsky model is based on 

such a hit;Jher derivative theor-y. 

The original mode1
9 

of Starobinsky is described by the 

sel·f-consi!:.tent solution of the semi-classical Einstein equation :: 

R 
J..lV 

1 
2 9 pv R = - 8n6 < T > 

, J..lV 

t"llhere < T > is the vacuum e>:pectation value 
J..lV 

( 3.1 ) 

:0: VEV ) of the 

-2 
stress energy tensor., 6 = Mp and Mp is the Planck mass. The 

trace of the energy momentum tensor vanishes classically. In a 
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cuF··;~ed space-time:; e··.!en in the absence of classical matte;~ or 

i"-adiation., quantum fluctuations of matteF fields give non-tTivial 

coniTib.utions to < T }. 
J-1''1.-" 

e):pressed as combinations of some of the possible 

\R}~ Ricci tensor 

these are R 
J-11--' 

and Riemann curvatuFe tensor 

J-11--' 
R ' and 

v1here C 1s the Weyl tensor. 
J-1VC<[Y 

If we take a 

space-·time., the i!Jeyl tensoF vanishes and in the case of 

massless, conformally invariant ·f i el de. the VEV of 

-'- J ~ .. ~ 27-31 
tensor- t..cu~es the Sl mp.1 e i-orm : 

< T > 
f-JV 

li'J ( 3 )H 
f-JV 

whet-e q and ~~J are the numeric.:tl coefficients and 

{1) 
2 R 2 OR 2 R R 

1 
H = g fJl-' 

-} 
g J-1l-' J-1!--' ; J-1; I~l f .. n> 2 

(3)H R 
(Y 

R 
2 

R 
1 RO'"T R = -·R 2 g J-1<-· -+ 

f-Jl> f-J ~->a 3 J-H-' C'T 

We note that 

C.{ 0 f'C{ 0 f'Li! f'c< l(.Y 1
ct 

R = + 
f;;pl-' v f?;jJ jJ {?.!> O'l> {?p 0'/-J 

R 
(Y 

= R 
f-1V J..lC'V 

~ 
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R 
2 , 

1 
4 gf-11--' 

,..,. 
f'-

r;;v 

the 

2 R . 

can be 

( 

second 

. . 
c -
pvc~[:> 

flat 

·ft-ee'} 

-:r 7 _,.« -" 

3.4 } 

( 3 ... 5 ) 

\ 3.6 ) 



( 3.7 } 

(1} {l}Hv 
H is identically conser·.,·ed, = 0 

pv p ;v 

and can be obtained by vat-ying a local ac-tion ; 

2 

The infinities in the < T 
P'L-' 

pv 
6g 

2 r-- 4 f R 1' -g d x 

> can be ab!::-orbed by introducing 

ce<unter terms in the gravitatie<nal Lagrangian. A counter term e<f 

the form is also needed~ t-.!here C is a 

logat-ithmically divergent constant. The coefficient q ~ therefore"} 

can take any value since an arbitrary finite part can 

f.- added te< C • Perhaps., the coefficient can be determined by se<me 

e::>: peri ment. The e<nly in a confonrsall y 

flat space-time and cannot be obtained by v.:n·-ying a local _,__ -act..J.on. 

Its ce<ef-ficient ~--.< is., ho1-..,.ever., uniquely determined by 

( 3 ... 8 ) 

i = 0,112, 1 } give the number of quantum fields having 

spin- 0., 1/2., 1 respectively. The VEV of the trace of the stress 

energy tensor is not-~ non-zet-o 

{ 3.9 } 



This is ~;no~m as the conformal anomaly. 
9 

Starobinskt has shown 

that the de Sitter phase is erstirel-y driven this anomalyQ 

Howevers the de Sitter stage is unstable for t-J > D and q < 

allowing eventually an e>:i t from the inflationary epoch. 

The Stari:::::<bi nsky model., ho1.~ever., runs into p.:t-obl ems ~.~hen 

limits on the 

~? 
1'-hct-o-~.cave Backgn:n ... md Radiation-~ ( in shm--t., 

anisotropy of the 
1H 

(-)2 NBR } , < 
T 

~ ·o-s -.:.' X .1 This inequality will hold in the model only if 

10
10 

• The model., the!~efore.,. needs a substantial change unless one 

admits the existence of . . ·oio '-t 1:nan 1 ma,;: er fields in the early 

have 

that if a 1 i::ccal term pToporti onal to 
2 

R ~s added to the Einstein 

action., the corsstc:r:~:t q is effecti-·Jely The 

renormal ized value of q. may then be treated as a free parametes--

If one· as;::.umes that N < < M 
p 

( which is necessary fen·- the 

quantum correct:ion ] the term containing 

and J-Il-' r--">6 -- --R cR •,•, 
pvpo 

of the one loop 

neglected. 

In some supel~gravi ty models even w = 0 occurs naturally. With 

these modifications., the Starob-insky model reduces to the study of 

the ·field equation con--esponding to the higher 

~--~i th an action : 

s = 
16 -rr 

2 J(R+aR )-./-g 
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It is knor.-m that t-~i th suitable counter terms viz. C c c'-'vp6' 
J-11.-•po 

and A added to the Einstein action, one gets a perturbation theory 
"':'"C" 

t-shich is well behaved and formally renor-malizable •. ..:o;..s The theory is 

asymptotically , 36.,37 Tree. Nevertheless, not 

considered ear1iel"- as an acceptable theo~-y of quantum gravity 

because the theory was thought to be non-unitary, the bare 

graviton propagator containing an additional spin-2 ghost. 

~ tl A ~ - d- ~ T b • - 105 
L d riecen y .-.n .... onl.a l.S anu om OU.!l.S nave argue that since the 

position of the g~ost is unstable, a perturbation theory with bare 

propagators cannot be formulated and a modified perturbation 

er.pansi on i nvol vi ng dressed pn3pagators, which e>:hi bits the unsta-

ble nature of the pole e>:plicitly should be used. The position of 

the cornpl e>; pole is found to be gauge dependent m They suggested 

that the S-matri>: defined only for physical amplitudes ~~i th real 

e:>:ternal momenta and e>:ternal transverse massless graviton 

interacting with matter fields should be unitarya 
11"}6 Jhonstone- ~ 7 

however, has pointed out that the argument gi ··1en by Antoni adi s and 

Tomboulis was not correct for all models, and, theFefore~ the 
.., 

uni tat-i ty o·f the R-<--theoPt has not been prcn!ed~ Nevertheless,. the 

? 
R~--theory may be considered as an effective lovJ energy theory._ 

t-ihich acts as a theoretical laboratory in which nev~ ideas could be 

tested~ In particular" the theory has some advantages as a testing 

ground of the ideas of quantum cosmology . . the higher 

derivati~e theory extends the range of applicability beyond the 

NKB appro>:imation because it is renormali~able ~ at least in a 
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pertur-bati ·.,·e sense,. {"'. • .L.J it is also possible to obtain finite 

result for a large oscillation of the conformal degrees of freedom 

o4= g • The modified Starobinsky model is a special case of 
' fJ1..> 

the 

gener-alized theor-y with curvatur-e squared terms which ar-e 

particularly important in the quantum gravity domain~ 

The action ~3.10) may also be obtained fr-om a general 

gravitational action containing terms linear and second order in 

curvature [ '3 rrG "" j.] 

·lf4 r-[ 2 I..,._ ~ -2 d '< -v -g R + a R + b R 
\;7 f-1~· 

( 3.11 ) 

v~here a,. b and c at-e constants. !.>le can make use of the identity 

which is ,,.,.alid for a•Pl 4-dimensional space-time : 

- ''V og,... 

... 2 ..... ;-
J~ d~x --/ -g [ R - 4 R R~~- + 

Cf[j 

An additional identity e::dsts for an isotropic 

space-time 

6 

fJV 6g 

and homogeneous 

= 0 • ( 3.13) 

Using t.he identities \3.12)-(3.13}:~< the action (3.11} can be always 

I 6 = -&f d
4

x --/ - g L(R). ( 3c 14 ) 

whet-e · L(R) = R + C( R2 • The action (3. 14) is thus the most 
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gener-al action"i quadr-atic in curvatures in conformally flat 

space-time .. e>:cluding the cosmological term. If matter i!:. present 

--1 the enerfri momentum tenso~- of the mattet- wi 11 be gi ··~·en by 

1 6IM 
T = 

J-1~-· -1 J.l~-· 
-g 6g 

T 

.iM is the matter action. The field equations 

derived by varying the total action I = I 6 + IM 'i' 

L' R 
JJ'L-' 

1 
g L + L""' 

2 JJV 
( 'V''VR-ORg ) 

J1 v JJ'L-' 
+ L"' 

can 

'• 
7 1£::'" ._,1ft ..... ..J. } 

be 

< 3.16 j 

'V is the covariant differential operator and 

the prime denotes a derivative w.r.t. R. 

2 
ds = [ 

0 

dr2 

1 - k 
2 

+ r
2 { cte2 + Sin

2 e ct~2) ] 
r 

for closed, flat and open 

~ 3.17 ) 

space 

respectively. The symmetry of the space-time tells u=- that only 

two o-f {3.16) are independent. We, 

consider the trace of {3.16} and its time-time component only. 

These are 

R L' - 2 L - 3 L .. ( R + 3 : R ) - 3 L ,,. { 3.18 j 



L' R 
00 

1 
g L + 3 L'' 

2 00 

It is sufficient to consider the second 

time. 

R + T = 0 
00 

equation'1 

( 3.19 } 

as the fir:.t 

Cosmological models corresponding to the action ( 3.10 } 

have been investigated by Nijic et 

flat F Ri<J These 

classical evolution of the leading 

creation., thei~- thermali2ation and a :.ubsequent 

radiation uni ve:r-se. 

" 

e-t 
· 7B 
al. ~ 

e-t 

:.tudied the 

t.o a 

MUllei"- and 

field in the R•--theory. The results of their :investigations 

that the presence of an inflaton field increases the inflationary 

Another ...... +" 78 
fTiCt .._ J. ··.lEi :-. :1 or:~ -for the in-flaton 

was tc< r-ealise the chaotic scenario ~~ithin the Starobinsky model~ 

7,...., 
Kofman et al.' 0 have noted that the effect of ··.,·acuum pol ar-i sati on 

n-eal~ the singularity changes the e~:fecti ve equation of state to 

that of a radiation. The inclusion of the ·field i:.,. not 

an essential ingradient of the model. It 
5~) 112 

has been found 7 that 

tt-1e de Sitter stage ttiJ-,ich correspor~ds to a constant R is a 

solution of a general Lagrangian in the absence of matter if the 

cors.di tiof-t 

L' R - 2 L = 0 { 3a20 } 

is satisfied. The stability of this Stage in the higher derivative 

s·tudied in cc(nte::-~t. and 
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50 M, Ottewill ~ ntille~ 
112 U"l l. 113 et al ~ ...-1 en~~:tn , Barro~"'.l and Cotsalds114 

. . 115 ano Ch~mento # It is found that ~for a positive coupling 

constant ~ > D , and no matte~., there is a de Sitter phase t.~hich 

is stable. In this case the inflation is an asymptotic stage and 

not an intermediate one. Hot·~ever., in the other case 01 < 0 ., the de 

Sitte~ stage is unstable but the Friedmann radiation solution is 

stable. This result generalizes the idea of and 

R - • . 116 I 4 97n 
uzma1~~na~ n 1 J ., the}· noted some interesting p~opet-ties af 

the spatially -flat, ~-adi ati on fi 11 ed, homogeneous and isotropic 

solutions of the quadratic Lagrangian theory. The cur-vature 

squared tenns ~~ere utilized by them to remove the !:-ingularity 

problem but when they did so the model failed to approach towards 

the Friedmann era. It is not..; cleat- that the above observation is 

related to the instability of flat Minkowski space. This result 

suggests that !:-UCh solutions at-e physically inadmissible. 

c.:.'"'"!'"":"·~-- ch 117 h=s - ___. -'--h f r ..__ c: 1 " . h " _... . h ,_,_.,...,._._ ·""' e>iaml.neu '-- e e TeCL o·.- ogarJ."Lsml.c 1-erms on T. e 

quadratic Lagrangian theory. ·~·tie··/ ·found that by adding a term of 
,. 

the form r-• ..t:. 
~n {f{fR } where R is a constant models can be r. 5' 0 0 

constructed that are singularity free as t ~ 0 and also 

approaches the Ft-iedmanilcosmology at late times. This is because 

the logarithmic term changes its sign when R 

Sitter stage eventually leads to radiation 

R • 
0 

The de 

dominated 

FRW-universe. ·Another interesting observation in this connection 

t"l!as made by '·'h"t-t- 118 w ~l. ~. He has that by con·form.:d 1 y 

transforming the metric, the quadratic theory may be written in 
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the with a minimally coupled seal ar- field 

intet-acting ~d th a potential is flat enough to produce 

sufficient inflation~ 
,... . 108 
r·ollock 

calculate the density perturbation 

has utilized 

amplitude ~ §p 
p 

to 

has !2-uggested that the vacuum energy density in a cur·.,_·ature 

squared theory p.t ays an important role even. no~·~ and could be 1 at-ge 

enc<ugh to close the universe~ In the original Starobinsky model 

then~· e;.:ists a de Sitter stage l>'1hereas in the modified model in 

addition to the de Sitter- solution thes--e e:>:ist:. another type of 

:.olution !.<'~hich ttJe call non-de Sitter solutiona The 

evolution of the de Si tte:r- phase ha!::- been studied e:>: tensi vel y in 

. . 50~112-115 . . 113 
the .11.terature. · V1.len~an has shown that the de Sittet-

stage in the Starobinsky model produces sufficient inflation to 

solve the cosmological pr-oblems. For an initial Hubble parameter H 

H ., the decre.::::se in 
0 

will be ~ -.i.J.near 

subsequent evolution should be the same as in 

with _._-Ll.me and the 

? 
R~-model. The NdS 

solution obtained by us will be discussed shortly. Inflation in 

this model OCCLlF"~- in diffen:mt stages beginning with a 

non-e>:ponenti al inflationary phase. Ni jic et 107 
have noted 

similar pre-exponential stage in the case of a flat model. 

Considering a closed universe~ Gottlober have also 

noted a pre-inflationary stage. In compar-ison to the m·- i gi nal 

Starobinsky modei, 9 these n~·sul ts sho~-1 that an initial de Sitter 

phase j_s not essential. ·these models differ from ow--
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i!i! 

\I 

II i, 

li, 

--· "'~ 

model in the choice of initial conditions necessary for the 

classical evolution- In this chapte~-~ we will emphasi::<:e on these 

new features~ In sec. III.2; we shall set up the field equations 

for the modified model and discuss the net•i solutions. In sec. 

III.3~ we discuss the cosmological solutions. Our conclusions will 

III.2 FIELD EQUATIOl't'S Ii'l THE NODIFIED STARCI.BINSKY HODEL : 

We consider the FRW-metric (3.17) and obtain the field 

equation -from {3.16} in the modified Starobinsky model as : 

j 

9,,v R 
2 ,-

.1 

1 -2 

2 g ~a + 2 R R 
f-JV ; 0' f...lV 

] - T 
J-!V 

( 3.21 } 

" where M~ = 1/6~ ~ For the metric <3.17} 7 the field equation (3.21} 

may he ?;on-i tten in the absence of matter as 

HZ 
R2 12 H R 

Jc 
12 12 < -:rr 'I~ } = - - ,_'\• .L.L 

~ 2 
R + 3 a 

\l'.Fhere 

R 6 H 12 if' 6 
k 

< 3.23 ) ... + + 2 
a 

with H = a/a . The scalar cut-vature R may he looked upon as a 

homogeneous scalar field (scalaron} \•'llhich satisfies the equation a . 
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R + 3 H R + M 
2 

R = 0 ' 
~ 3.24 } 

!<-Jhich i!::- obtained by ta}~ing the trace of the eq. (3~21}. 

III.3 COSHOLOGICAL SOLUTIOl'i'S : 

We assume that at a time t the classical 

universe somehow emer-ge:. out of the quantum ·foam and starts 

e··.lol··.ting fo11o~-'lling the equations (3.22} and (3.24}. !.>Je assume 

? 
that at the beginning R >> 3Jol • This assumption r-educes the field 

equations to : 

_2 R k 
12 ~ = R - 12 H R - 12 2 

( 3 ... 25 } 
a 

R -+ 3 H R = 0 ( 3.26 ) 
0 ._.__ 

I 

The reduced field equations {3.25} and <3.26} admit tvm different 

types of solLttions at an ear-ly stage of evolution : de 

Si.tte1' and (-b.J lt'on-de Sitter, Which lf'lill be discussed in the 

follm~ing. 

(a) de Sit, ter Sol ut.i on : 

The de Sitter solution corresponds to R = 0 • In this 

case eqs.~3.25} and \3.26} lead to 

-~ 
R = 12 [ J:i' -+ : 2 ] = cons t .• 0 



~· 

+ 

[ 
H-l Cosh H t for k = -+ 1 

C< 0 ' 
-1 

H t for- k 0 ~ 3.28 } a(t) ::::: H e>:p = 
0 0 

-1 
Sinh H t for Jc -1 H = 0 0 "' 

The de Sitter- solution in the modified Star-obinsky model is only 

The stability of the de Sitter stage 

in the modi-fied model has 
50.,112-115 

already been studied. · It has 

been noted that the de Sitter stage is unstable and e··.!entuall y 

the 'Lmiverse enters into the FRt>J-:--adiation dominated phase~ As the 

de Sitter phase of the 
2 R -theory ha=:. been di=-cussed in the 

in details._, not on 

t!si s.., 

C b) Non de Sit t.eJ' solutions : 

The important feature of this earl·j" stage of evolution 

is that R ~ 0. The existence of a non-de solution in 

? 
R~-model 

. . 109 110 a ne~• solutJ.on noted by us '~ a
> 107 

~ Mijic et L and 

....... 1 ~ d r-o. + t "I ". 120 
-L_ .... 1 1-. • b . . .J.. • ~ nu .ter an ~o- .. ooer • lne moue e>:>i3. 1ts en~..1re.iy nei-~ features 

in the initial stage of the evolution of the early universe. The 

scenario evolves :in differ-ent !:-tages and one rna·}" arrange to get 

sufficient inflation so as to solve the cosmological problems. 

The NdS solution is obtained by noting that the field 



equatio* <3.25} pennits a general solution for '' = +1, 0 of the 

form 

where rHt> is a time dependent parameter for k = + 1, and constant 

for J; ='0. The scalar cur-vature R satisfies the equation: 

1 
3 

- f3{ t.) R -
f3{ t.) 

12 (3ft.) f3{ t.) R R = 

( 3.31 } 

' 
The above r~lation (3.31) covers both the cases : 

{i) /5(t} = o, for k = 0 and (i i} 

The case of ~~ = ....:. 1 t.~i 11 be considered separate! y ~ 

We tdll fit-st discuss the cosmological model for a flat 

~}- ~ k = o·) universe. t..,}e have studied the evolution for the early 

universe in .three different stages ~ 

First. sf-age : 
'. 

The post quantum era is characterised by the conditions 

R )·)· 2· 
M :and 

7 ,. I"") 

·-'H .. M-"- .F I 
~ )-)· ~-, lii1 OF" '~ = 
L. 

(5 = constant 

field equations permit solution 

The scalar curvature R satis·fies the equation ~ 

1 
R = 

12 ~ 

3 
- ~ R 

and the 

( 3.32 ) 

( 3.33 ) 

~le now show that for a given ~" the evolution at a later 
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stage is almost 

? 

independent of the initial value 7 R " D 
provided 

R >> 3 M~ 
0 

This is a desirable featL'We of the theoryl' since one 

needs 7 in that case-; no e):planation for the initial value chosen~ 

From (3.., 33} ~ it is evident that the chc•ice R 
0 >· [ 

1 ]1/3 
leads to R 

0 < 
} 

0 . Thus the initial value of R itself determines 

whether R vJill be in the inD~easing or decreasing mode. In both 

the cases 5 R tends as·T·mptoti call y to the constant ··.1alue 

) 1/3 • The evolution o·f R(t.). and HCt) in bot.h the cases 

vJi th {3 = 288.68 are shown in fie: <: 1.) and fie: ("2.). 

A ·.re~ation corrnecting the age o·f the unive.--se in this 

stage and the value of the scalar curvatm~e m<:rj" be obtained from 

(3 .. 33) : 

[ R2-
~. 

( 16 r0 )1/s 1 
oR -+ Cf...:. 

t. =· l.n 
2 )2 ( R -+ Cf 

-1 
tan 

R y 3 

2o - R 
] - c < 3.34 } 

f..'Y = - ( 2 1/12 ~ and C is an integration constant. 

The integration constant may be utilised to fit the initial 

approach their asymptotic values gt-aduall y diminishing 

r-ate. Thus the t.mi verse undergoes an inflation ~~ith H varying 

s1ow1 y neat- a value determined by the constant fl ~ this 

stage will continue till the condition 
- . 
_j H 
2 is violated~ 

l-"Jhen the universe e;.:its ·h-om this stage. 
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{i..,-.(1:> : Variation of" t.he scalaa~ curvature CR) in log scale with - o e 

t.i.nle (t) .fo1· f?; = 288.68 and R
0 

= 0.001 ~ ( t·o•· incre-asing mode ) 

and R
0 

= 1. 0 ~ f !'or decn=-asing 1node ). 
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;fie-. <.2) : Ear·ly evolution of the Hubble parameter CH) with time 

{t) in Planck seal e. 
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I·t is possible to estimate roughl}' the inflation of the 

the equation ·for- J-1 ~ 

H 
2 .+ 6 H-

H 

which may be integrated to obtain 

t 
J H dt = 

t 
0 

1 
6 

1-n ~1 
H 

0 

i>'.ie obtain 

H 

= 0 ( 3.35 } 
H 

1 
l.n ~1 ( 7' "':P.J' ' 

3 
. ~~r--":.O.J 

H 
0 

In the abo··r'e._. t gi··r"es the time '!.'ihen the first stage terminates and 

H
1

and H. indicate. the values of the quantities at timet • Since 
~ ~ . 

and H are nearly of the same ordet-.., 
0 

the ter-m on the 

-R 
t-, h. s. of ~3. 36} is small. Ho~.1eve-r., v~e may choose H ~ 10 - H 

1 D 

so that ·the second term gives an inflation This value 

cannot be alt·ered much.,. since the m·-ders of values o·F H and H at 

both the limits are almost deteFmined in this s.cenario. It is also 

evident that in this stage, the magnitude of inflation 6 < ,.,. e ) is 

almost i'nctependent of the t.mdetet-mi ned constant (1 ., =t-i!hi ch may 

considered as anothet- good feature of the scenai'-io. 

Second st.age : 

The field equation foJ~ thi=:. stage may b:e derived from 
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!1.lhi 1 e it: is difficult to solve this equation e:x act 1 y 7 we note that 

2 
asH deqreases ·to a value .., M ., 1-Ht> becomes slo~>"lly var·)'·ing., and 

" one may 'get H << H.._ and H << H H ~ The solution i=- now given by 

r JiG 
* )2 * l ( a = a exp t. - t } 

12 

and 

M2 
t.* H ;;: { - t ) 

5 

where t* is the time when the second stage 

] 

terminates 

{ 3.39 } 

and * a = 

- "* a( t _). It is e··.-ident that during the transition period., i.e. 
nJ 

start in~ f~-om t till the onset of the second stage,.., H decreases 

'1 1/-='" 2 
M * smoothly from a.· value H ...... ( 1/12 

B.L} _ .... 
to a value t ....... 

' "' 6 
. 

The smoothne'ss being gLES;~-anteed by the fact that H remains small 

) ttn·-oughout this period. This stage may be attained 

pr m..'i ded the earl i er evolution creates the necessary conditions 

H << H :H and 
0 2 
H << H "' which of cow·-se the p1-:-esent scenario 

readily.permits. This stage terminates when the above conditions 

;:u~e ··.ti o~ ated by H becoming too small ( < < M } 

this stage may be estimated f;--om the requirement 

t* 

.L t t* so ~-.ha , 

inflationary stage. 

Third stage : 

I H dt 
'>.· 

t 
"L 3. > 

) 6 0 

The duration of 

( 3.40 } 

long 

t>Jhen H << M ,. 1tie e}:pect another phase of evolution to 
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commence. Since t is already very large 

e>:pansion in -· (Mt} .s. may be use-ful here in determining an 

appro~imate solution of the equation (3.37), An oscillatory 

solution has already been studied in this connection by some 

.1-h • 9~107,113 '' .L. t O M-2 -2) auL ors= upLo erms o-f or er 0~ n t , one has 

3 t 

~&here tt"te scale factor a(t.) 

' 

a(t) = const. 

Cos
2 

Mt 

2 

is given 

t 
2/3 

[ 1 

Sin 

Mt 
Mt. ] 

{ 3.41 } 

by 

2 

] + Sin Mt -
3 Mt 

( 3.42 } 

The oscillation of the e>:pansion rate can be thought of as 
' 

coherent oscillation of a massive the · scalaron · 

.- • .. - . . , - ~ - 113 1 ?~ 
rD~£DW1ng ~~~enk1n and Zeldovich and Starobinsky, -- the rate of 

particl~ production can no\~ he calculatedQ As the oscillation o·f 
I 

the scale factor gets damped, the pa,~ticles produced thennalise 

leading;to a radiation dominated universe with a temperature 

..... 21 
))} ( 3.43 ) 

~ 2 2 
where m: = m 

,_, 
3 ~t,- 1/6} r-r':., m i < M/2 ) being the mo~t 

massive particle created and t, the conformal parameter= If M < 
i.d . 

10~ · GeVi the reheating temperature Tth SeV, which is 

sufficiently low to solve the monopole problem. The choice M < 

14 : 
10 GeV also leads to a small density perturbation amplitude as 

e>:pected. At a !:-till lat.e~:- time'-' the t.mivet-se enters into a mattet-
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dominated phase with a ~ as can be 

Let us nov~ consider the evolution in the case of a 

closed univet-se " k = + 1 .It. can be seen that the only choice fm·-

,13'~t} pes--mitted by the field equation 3.s 

3 
a 

64 ...; 3 
{ 3.44 ) 

,., 
With the choice R >> 3 M2 ~ 

0 
fos-- a pure R..:.-theory, the 

1 
H ::::: 

.Y 3 a 

i !:- e): actl y satis·fied. The scale ·factot- of the universe in this 

phase of evolution grov.!!::· linearl·:t in time as 

a Ct.) = z. + 
0 

1 
=?3 t . 

The =-cal ar cut-vature \R) and the Hubble con=.tant ~H) 

as R = 24 ~ • Ho'l-..,;ever"' this solution is unstable. Consequently., 

thi=· phase ends eventually and the univel~se enters in a different 

phase i-'ilhich closely ·follo>-"\!S the evolution outlined above for a 

flat univet-se. An interesting aspect of this NdS solution is that 

one needs initial conditions a ~ 0 and a ¢ 0 for the e-.. .. olution 
0 0 

initial conditions at-e 

different from those that have been studied in the conte>:t of 

quantum cosmology of the 

'l"l ~.z· 113 ·· 1 en.-1n ~ uni··.terse emerge=· in a de Sitter 

pha=.e t-.d th a = 0 , a ¢ 0. 
0 0 

Note that the e}:act 1~e1 ation between the Hubble parameter 
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and the scale factor aCt), 

1 
H = ~ 3.47 ) 

-{ 3 a 

i=- true: a:- long a=- H >> M i.e. when 
2 R -term dominates in the 

at:tion~ HcMever, with an increase in aCt)'~' the magnitude of the 

decreases and the solution will no longer be 

valid as the neglected te~-rrss become i rrspor-tar)-t a The universe, 

to phase of e:>:pansi on. The 

differe~t phases of evolution in this case ~tJi 11 be similar to 

those f61lc•wed by a flat universe'! as outlined above. The non-de 

Sitter solution may be inten2sting -from the quantum cosmological 

point of view, because of the special initial conditions in which 

? 
the cla~sical universe may emerge in the R~ quantum cosmology 

Fen·- an open uni -.,.·erse o~ = -

solution of 

equation can be ~twi tten as 

2 H H! 1 + Ji2 
4 

a 

The equation permits an e:>:act solution 

H = -1 
a 

alsc< there is NdS 

the relevant field 

1 
2 

a 
) = 0 .( 3.51 } 

~ 3.52 } 

which also begins with a linearly e::.:panding scale factc•i"-. But the 

scalar curvature R = 0 in this case. The solution is not very 

inten:o>sting 
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III. 4 CONCLUSIOl't'S : 

To conclude~ the modification in the Starobinsky model 

suggested 
I 

brings in a subs-tantial change in the earlier stages of 

the scenario~ The modified Sta~~obinsi~y model in an isotropic 

Robe.--tson-i>Jal}~er mets--ic admits two different types of evolution 

Ci) de Sitter and (iil Non-de Sitter ( NdS ). The de Sitter stage 

is an appro:>:imate solution of the field equation v1hich eventually 

makes a transition to a FRW -uni -... ·erse. On the otherhand, NdS 

eaFly universe has different : 

pre-inflationary \2) and pat-ticle 

production~ The initial data for the NdS evolution is 

from those in the de Sitte.-- evolution. This may be interesting 

·f!~om the quantum cosmological point o-f -.•. •i ew. The quantum 

of a universe NdS initial condition will be studied 
. ._~ 

el sewhe:r-e • .! .... .:., 
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*cHAPTER IV 

HIGHER DIHENSIOl·lAL HODELS 

*A maJ·~r t f th ~ L f .. ~ par o e conLen~so this chapter has already been 

repcwted in Refs. ~ 124) & < 125} ~ 



IV.1 INTRODUCTION : 

Model building in higher initiated by 

Kaluza and Klein~ who tried to unify gravity with electromagnetic 

interaction by ~ • ~ .L - ~ 126 :1rn:.roducs.ng an E'>:Lra ds.mensJ.on. The topcdogy of 

4 D Minkowski space and s 1 
is a circle. A 

mechanism v1as invoked to realise the 4 

. 4 
where 1-1 is 

dimensional 

the 

The basic 

philosophy of the approach has been to realise the gauge 

symmetries of the effective four dimensional theory from the 

i sometries of the e>:b--a-space. Inspi te of its aesthetic appeal~ 

the theory v~as beset ~J:i th a number of pt-c•bl ems~ The basic question 

why the univer-se trea·ts thr-ee of its spatial dimensions 

di f·ferentl y from the r-est lrJas. also not ans~lered. 

The Kaluza-Klein philosophy has been 
. ,127 

revJ.veo and 

consider-ably generalized i::ku~i ng the 1 ast two decades~ once it 

realised that many i nten~s:ti ng theo~-i es of intet-actions 

require more than few~ dimensions for their formulation. It 

if consistemt cosmological 

solutions.!' which can accommodate these theories ar-e also allowed. 

Attempt!::. have been made to build model.=- in higher dimensions ioJhich 

may un.dergo a • .L 
l. • e = LO a product 

space. One of 

the ·first attempts to hui ld a higher dimensional cosmological 

model was made by It was shown that 
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5 dimensional uni··.terse admits an anisotropic Kasner type behaviolr 

in which the 3-!::.pace scale factor- e>:pands while the e:>:tra space 

scale factcn·- contracts. This model._, howe··.-e~-, is not able to sol-~.;e 

the cosmological ps--oblems. 

i nf 1 at i onat-y scenat-io i r~ a 

Considering a higher-dimensional 

Latet- '~ 
48 

Sahdev 

radiation filled 

-finds a solut.icn in 1.--.thich the 3-space e:>:pands 

scale ·facto5-- for- the e>:tra space" b{t.J at 

attains a ma):imum value and then decreases to 

value of the Planck order. The stability be 

obtained an 

univer!::.e'l' he 

while the 

the beginning,. 

a stable 

to some 

t.mkno~~n quantum gr-avity effects~ i.>lhen the inner space n?aches the 

static configurations the universe may 

unive,-se in 4 dimensions. ·P:b:bott et 
4Q 

al · · 

appear as 

have 

the usual FRt.tJ' 

that for 

sufficient inflation and entropy generation is e!::.senti al to 

considelr either a 1 arge numbet- of the e>:tra dimension D 40 or 

initially a large inteFnal size of the other 

- i- .0 .L !:; 1 3(1 z:::~t~mpL~ v1ere m.:;;de to construct models in which the presence of 

e>:tra dimensions leads to inflation. But the results of 

have made it c1.ear that e:..:tt-a dimensions alone are not 

131 
Okada 

sufficient 

to get a realistic cosmology. One has also to consider specific 

. pas--ticJe interactions \.-,.!hich are • .L ..... 
J.mpor~...ant.. in early 

and shown that in an 

adiabatic pr-ocess~ a lanJe amount o·f enb·-opy may be gene~-ated due 

to the shrinking of the e}:tra spacec It was Ed so that 

sufficient heating occurs due to entrop}' generated by AG process. 
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The revi··,..al of the Kaluza-Klein theol~y in its modern 

. 127 
vers1on. on the otherhand is due to its possible connection !..·iith 

the super-gravity theories~ In particular if the spontaneous 

1~4 
compactification mechanism has made it possible to obtain ~ N = 

8, d = 4 ~ N is number- of super-symmetric generators')< d is the 

dimension o·f space-time } supergt-avi ty starting from N = 1 '~ d = 11 

~9 
supergr<iwityD The advent of super-string theories~ sat-1 a spurt in 

model building activities in highei~ dimensions. Since the quantum 

con:::.ist~ncy of superstring thec.wies can be obtained only in D = 10 

' 
dimensions'~ one has to look a suitable compactification 

. 4i} 
scheme# Candel as et al. - obtained a solution in which the uni •.·e..-se 

Ricci fl.at Calabi-Vau manifold# They considered the quadratic term 

RABCD R~BCD • Ho\>":ever- ~ a .simple minded string-corrected action is 

not e;.:p~cted: to give sati ::;.factory results. suggested 

that the string corrections to Einstein action upto first order in 

the slope pai~ameter ct' and fourth power of momenta should be a 

term of :use type ct' <GB> Q It t.-Jas'~' however'~ soon realised that due 

to the vet-y nature of the slope e:>:pansion, the field-redefinition 
.. ~e 

theorem of 't Hooft and Veltman~~~ is 

Thus, on Einstein shell an 

applicable to this 

action of the form R ~ 

case. 

2 a R 
J-12-' 

~ b R
2 

c,an be b·-ansfr:n--med into R itself tnegl ecti ng higher order 

terms) b'j' field redefinition 

a + 2b 
g ~g +aR +g 
~~ J-1~ J-1~ p~ 

R. 
2 D 
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{1-~he!~e D gi··.<es the number o·f dimensions= It has been shaltm by Deser 

and his 
. 58 136. 

collaborators ~ that because of the 

the linearized Einstein shell~ one cannot tell the action H + 
'""} 

a' ~BB} and R + a' R~ apart and this result generalizes to 
• • j. .. H.-'CI{?J 

all 

higher order ghost termsu Thus the quadratic 

theories are actually unitary • 

. -· • TTl -!-i:::53-56 Some c::tte ... p-~ have made to build 

cosmological models ¥~ith various highe:r- det-ivative tet-ms including 

the Gauss-Bonnet ~ GB~ !)enceforth ) terms in the .::rctir:m4 

and 58 Deser have pointed out that the inclusion of dilaton in the 

Einstein action ~~i th the GB tet-ms removes the de Sitter gr-ound 

.ll.t::; 
state permitted in its absence. Bailin et al ·~ found that the SB 

. .. .... 1:.erms perm:l<.. an stable Friedmann . .... .. 
SO.lU<..:lOB a 

the 
~-~n ~a 

RHf:iL-~• RABCD term only. Metterich~·~ has obtained the gn:n.i:nd state 

.ll. 
M' XC for theor-ies with a linear 

terms under- certain restriction':-~ 

combination o·f 

~"":\ 
Lorentz-Petzold~~ 

the 

ha':- recently 

obtained cosmological solutions !>'dth the GB te;--ms in the presence 

of mat tel~~ - 54 Henriques has studied the action 

order to build a cosmological scena~:--io but 

considered by him is not correctQ Accetta et 

BB terms 

the field equatie<n 

1 ~7 al ~,, studied the 

stability of compactification by balancing the contributions of 

antisymmetric fields against one loop correction. It is obvious 

that. cmssi stent !::-cenario of the early univer-se and its 

subsequent evolution into a FRtoJ stage remains to be fu11·:l 
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developed. Cosmological model building in higher dimensions is an 

eY.ercise which may provide a clear understanding of the special 

presented 

in this chapter a cosmological model with the GB terms ta!dng into 

and the 

thennal effectsQ ~>le considered an action in which the coef-ficient~-

of R and GB are to begin • -!.-' Wl. ~n. These 

however 7 be determined 1.-&hen the solution is tailored to fit the 

e>:pected co!:.mological ~-cenario. Al!:-D ., we ~>-Jill not l"-estrict to the 

Einstein shell and., therefore"} the comp:l ete structw·-e of the GB 

terms will be fully utilized. 

t.a!e start 10-di mensi onal Ltrsi ver-se. To get a 

l"-ealistic ·four dimensional scenaric• at ., later stage we assume 

that the ten dimensional universe is a hype~-sprH:?5re and its scale 

3 

and 6 st~rt evolving differently. This initial expanding phase of 

the 10-dimensional eat-1";.-' universe is arrested and the 

universe goes o··.;eJr to a stage rr1hen pal~ticles are produced ':I which 

eventualy thermalize. thus get a hot symmetric t.lni \ferse 

containing heavy pas--ticle:. of dif-ferent species a the 

universe from the initial 

e:.-;pandi ng phase "i also ·foJ--ces the space dimensions to behave-

differently~ ¥Je assume that the i ni ti al 10 D universe now has a 

si;; dimensions undergo a 

spontaneou!:- compacti fication. In section IVD 2 shall !:-tudy 
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this model based on an appropriate action~ and set the field 

equation!:-~ The solution \.·~ill be rliscu!::-!2-ed in !2-ection IV.3 The 

solution of the cosmological constant pl~oblem will be discussed in 

section IV.4 In !:-ection IV.5 "'~e will summarize our 1;"-esults. The 

last section ~"'i1ill contain !:-orne concluding n=:mal~i:::s. 

FIELD EQUATIOJ'<t'S vliTH GAUSS-BOrVNET TERHS : 

a higher ._!"' • .... 

ul. mensJ. on a.! gt-avi tati onal 

action i-~hich contain!:- the Einstein term., the GB-terms and a matter 

s = f I - 9 
4-

d X -+ C R -+ C 
1 2 

-+ L,n ] 

are ten dimensional indices ; C ., 
0 

r
'-"1 

dimensional constants ; R., RA~ and R are the Ricci 
H-- ABCD 

Ricci tensor and the Riemann tensor respectively-; 

and 

{ 4.2 } 

C..., are 
.L. 

scalar., the 

g is the 

determinant of the 10 dimensional metric. t~Je choose units so that 

11 = c = 1 The spatial manifold is to be rna>: i mall y 

s·:tmmetric and the line element is 

{ 4.3 ) 

with 
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'»-

? 
\ 

2 
1 - K r 

3 

2 
+ r ~ Sin~B .. , 

factcw for 3-physical !::.pace and b(t) is that for the internal 

space and the spaces are characterised by K
3 

and K
6

• 

choose hoth K
3 

and K
6 

to be equal to+ 1 \closed model}. 

c 
_o 

2 

_,. 
u-·r 

TAB = { p-" 

The ·field equations <4~4} corresponding to the metric 

K3 
·z 

.K6 
02 

b 211 b a. 
c [ 3 ( " 15 ( " 18 + J .. ... J + 1 2 2 b2 b2 2l a- a b 

~2 

K6 b' 
.• 2 a b 

)2 ;;, 2 c2 [ 90 ( + .J 
..,.. 180 ( + 

b2 2 
b a b 

8.1 

] 

We shall 

the 

are 

a b 
35 

a b 



'2 
b K 

.2 
K 

'2 
. K3 21 a b 21 

r- -} -2) + 36.0 ( _6 + ) ... 90 (-3 ... ) ~ 2 b2 b2 - 2 2 
a a 21 b a a 

"f K' i,2 
5 ) ] ( -2 + + A - p { 4Q6 } 

2 ., 
b b 

b b ~3 
.2 .... .2 

a a a _::_e; b 
- c [2- .... 6 + 12 .... -+ .. 16 ( + ) ] 1 2 2 b2 b2 a b a b a a 

1(6 

.2 
b h b 

2 
a 

)2 
a a 

:: 2 c2 [ 90 (- + ) + 60 ( ... 24. 
- b2 2 

b a b a a b 

b K6 
i,2 b a h a b 

-»· 120 
( ~2 .. 

2 ) ... .120 ... 24.0 
b b b a b a b 

-¥-
. K6 

.2 
.KB 

.2 
b b a b 

( ~2 -t· ) .... 50 (- ? 
2 ) + 12 

b a - b2 b b 

K~ 
e2 

K 
.2 

KB 
.2 

a a b 
( -~ -} 

2 ) + 30 ( -~ ... 
2 ) c-- + 

b2 
) ] 

a a a a b2 

( 4.7 ) 

b K 
"2 

. KB 
'2 

a b a a b 
- c [3.- + 6 + 3 ( -~ + 2 ) ... 10 {- ... 

2 ) ... 16 ] 1 ~ 2 
a b a a b b a b 

K5 
·z 

a b b 
)

2 
... 120 

'2. a 
'+ = 2 c [ 30 c- .. (-) + 5 

2 b2 b2 a b a 
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The 

K3 
~2 

a 

( ... ) 2 2 
a a 

K5 b .,. 60 ( 
b 2 b 

•z 
.K b 

( 
_5 

+ ) + 30 
b2 b2 

·z 
K3 a .~ ~. 

+ 60 ( + ) 2 2 
a a 

con~et-vat ion equation 

d [ 
dt 

2 3 = 2 'IT a 

0306 p 

~~-~- -- --- - ~~~~~~~-

b ~3 
~2 

a a a 
... 30 ( + ) .. 50 

2 2 
a b a a a 

·z 
b b b a 

+ 2 ) + 120 + 180 
b b a b 

b K 
'2 

~6 a a 

(-~ + ) +· 60 ( + 2 b2 b a a a 

~5 
.2 
b 

( + ) ] + A + p' 
b2 b2; ,. 

fot- p , p and p' i~. given by 

] -+ 
d03 

p nB dt. 

7/2 
2 'I'! 

rc7/2) 

i· 

B 
b • 

p' n3 

d0
5 = 0 dt 

a b 

a b 

a b 

a b 

.2 
b 

b2 
) 

{ 4.8 } 

{ 4.9} 

To determine TAe , we must have a ~;:novJledge of the 

matter Laqr-angian L • . - . m t.>Je presume that we - _, . cnns:luerJ.ng an 

effectiye theory l>'l,hich is free fi~om all anomalies, gauge as v~ell 

as gr-avitational. While such a theory ~Jill involve interacting 

I 
fields,.both bosons and 

I 

r • 
·;ermJ.ons~ t-"JE' will make some simplifying 

assumptions·in the results that follo\.-¥. We require only the 

general structure of the free energy for matter fields t-Jhich \PIE' 

assume to be non-interacting and in thermal equi 1 ibt-itHTb We also 



\ ' 

use an adiabatic appro>:imation;< i 6e. the free ener-gy is determined 

in a static background. For nc•n-interact.ing scalar particles~ the 

free ener-gy :(F} in the one loop apprcn:imation is given by 

r~ F 
1 = 2 ~n Det. [ - (} + 2 

}}} ] { 4. 10 ) 

-1 
T This has been e··,.al uated by a number of 

131 139 . author-s. ., . ~~e ha·,_.e, ln our model also fei~mions and gauge 

particles and the e;>:act fonTs of the free energy i!:- not kno!..-.!n for 

the enti1~e system. Some results are available for odd dimensions 

1 
138 on y. Fo1~ our problem., we may hopefully fc<llow 0 •• d~131 ,.,a c and 

assume a general for-m , as in the scalar case., [ fo'l" .b << a.J 

where hC x) = h
1 

and = 2-rrbT. In above., 

reps--esents the one loop: quantum effect and h
2 

and h
3 

give the 

thermal effects determined by the nature and number of particles 

in the theory. Recently calculations of the effective potential 

in even dimensions have been done by Gleiser ~t al, 140 

Witten's
141 p~~oposal of two internal product spaces,. 

following 

eact-, of an 

odd dimension~ This leads to the same form for the free energy. 

by 

The entropy (S) and the internal energy CU) 

s = -· 
a F 

aT 

84 

9 
X ] 

are defined 

( 4. 12 } 



U ::::. F + T S = [ hCx) - x h' (x) ] 

8 b 
~-<~here h' (xJ = The quantities p ~ p and p' can now be 

determined from the thel~mod}·nami r: relations • Substituting these 

for solution!::. ~thich may be relevant fm·- a 

realistic cosmological model. This will be considered in the 

section. 
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IV. 3 COSrfOLa3ICAL SOLL•TIOhS : 

We ·follo~~ the evolution of a uni ··,terse described by 

equations at . . , .... 
an :trsJ.t:l.al. time t = t ~~ 

0 
aE:.sL~me that 

the initial temperatun? is high and the scale factors aCt) and 

bC t.) an:: 1 al'""ge enough so that the h~ tel~m in the 
. ..::~ 

equation 

dc•mi natesd Si nee· the universe i =· al ;--eady the CiJl"-,....,.=attJJ--e 

terms -2 
( ...... a in field equations can be neglected to 

begin \>dth. With these appro:.: i mat ions 'J the ·field 

equations\4d6)-(4c8} admit a solution in which the 3-space scale 

decreases as follows : 

aCt .. ) = a . 
0~ 

exp [ c<: . ' ] - 1: J 
0 

, bC t.) = b . 
0~ 

o-f 

1 
exp [-

2 

6-sp.?.ce b(t) 

t } ] 
D 

< 4d14 } 

where a . and b . at-e their initial value=- and a ·is a constant 
0~ 0~ 

to be determined by the algebraic equations 

9 
2 c. a 

4 
.s. 

9 
" r L. 

a 
4 

~·1 

where A = C /2 and Q = 
0 0 

+ 

81 
c._ 

4 

27 

4 

7/2 
2 1! 

..<.. 

C..., 
.;::. 

4 
a = 

4 
a -

A -

A 

10 
T 

9 

+ Q 

Q , 
0 

{ 4.16 ) 
0 

Since T ro 

T is a constanta The total volume of the universe 
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during thi !:- r-egime n2mains unchanged although its shape changes. 

Hm."\le··..-er ·s the solution \4.14} needs a modification when bCt) 

e· ... ·entuall·y becomes smaller and the terms 0{. h-2 } in the field 
_.., 

equation become important. Considering the terms upto 0( b ~ } in 

the field eqs.~4.6}-\4.8}~ a solution may still be obtained in 

which a(t) continues e>:panding at the same rate but the 

contraction rate of bCt) is slightly reduced. The solution is 

given by 

tt-;e 

up to 

a(t.) = a . 
0~ 

exp [ ct {t - -:1- ' ~ J 
0 

] ( 4Q17 } 

b(t) = b
0 

[ 1 + f?l' exp [ - a \t ] 1 1/2 t } 
0 J 

-4. 18 } 

a 1 a~~ge constant and b = b _ /-{[?;' 
0 03. 

The temperature of 

universe 5 however'} decreases in this stage. Keeping terms 

-2 b order'} we find 

10 
? ? 

b - -''- _ .. J 
f1J 

0 . 
\ 4.19 ) 

the solutions 

\4.17)-{4.18} impose the relations 

9 
2 

15 
Q == ,..... r C( 1 ( 4.2(1 } t...-. L ? J 0 .i 

10 4 b~ 

2 
C( = b = I 15; \12 and 

0 

.., 
-:t'""':'l" c-'- c -'-" __ 1 

= _a = A . \ 4.20a } 
so c.., 2 

.L. 
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Thus the 10-D cosmological constant A is not a free parameter but 

is determined in ter-«ss o-f the This stage o-f 

evolution continues till ei the~- O~b-4-) tet-ms become impm--tant in 

field equations b(t) ( 4-~ 1 /a 
2 -.1/2 

Since e>:pect the the or 
"' 

_j w ~,.o~e 

e){pansion in the three space to e>:plain the observable universe, 

2 a must be positive. This suggests tt-lD possi bi 1 it i es for the signs 

of c1 and c'"J<. However, the only choice gives a t-eal i stic 
' ...._ 

model is c1 < 0 and c., )- (} The higher 
..: 

dimensional models 

considered far ha·ve c1 :~- 0 and c'"} 
::=-

0 in so ' 
-"- < --

the action (-4.2} w 

Thus the sign of the R-term considered in our model is 

unconventionc:.l. As '1--<J.i 11 be !::-hovm 1 atet- on~ this sti 11 leads to the 

usual Einstein equations in -four dimensionsR 

The inflationary scenario outlined above will cause a 

fall in the temperatw--e and eventually a time ~t~ill 

and h.., can no longer be neglected in comparison to h....,.. We e:>:pect a 
:1 . .:> 

variation o-f the E-cenario hes--e. The value o-f the scale factm-- b(t) 

t•;hich under~~ent a pt-olonged contraction is not-~ of the cn--der of 

Planck length and we intend to look for solution?::- with b/b ··.1e-ry 

small# ~>Je .=~-;.-.a:::J. 
~ .. ~ intel"-ested in recovering a universe 

radiation dominated at a large t vJe assume that 

possible to neglect terms of order 

the -field equations ~4.6}-(4c8) to get 

2 1 
3 ( 

a ) = 
a 

88 

becomes 

it is novJ 

{ 4.21 ) 



.2 
1 a a 

T4. 2 -+ :;:: ( ;.._ 'i- lJ ) 2 ., 
a a X 

{ 4.22 } 

~ .2 .2 
a a a a 

- 12 c + y ( -+ ) ,.. FCb) 
2 2 2 

{ 4.23 } 
a a a a 

1-~here 

15 c 180 c2 0' 

;.._ = A + 
___ 1 

+ 
b2 b4 b10 ., 

10 c 60 c 2 
rY 

FCb) A 
__ 1 2 = -+ + -+ ~ 

2 b4 3 blO b 
( 4.25 } 

50 c2 
X = c1 - '1 

b2 

120 c 
3 c1 

2 
y = -

b2 
( 4.27 } 

* I 

2 -rr h1 
lJ = h2 ;t a = f'(7/2) 

06 -2 )7.r2 {. 71: 

Note that A ~ the ten dimensional cosmological constant can have a 

··.<.::tlue different ·from that calculated in {4.20a} , because of the 

vacuum ene1;--gies relea!::.ed t:ku-ing various phase tt-ansi tions the 

uni ··.1erse passed through. To see the consistency of the solution 

co~-responding to a 4-D t-adi ation dominated universe, we note that 

the effective 4-D cosmological constant~ is zero o1t-

negligibly small~ the equations (4.21) and (4.22} become identical 

to the Einstein's equation for a radiation-dominated 4D uni··.<erse. 
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1 r ~ { t) _, - t 1 /2 sea e TaCt..Or a e>:panul.ng as • The equation tells us that 

b(t.) must adjust itsel-f so that FCb) --~> 0~ because the first term 

on the R.H.S. -4 
goes as t and hence is negligible~ while the 

second term vanishes identically. For any b < ( 60 c
2
;jc

1 
j ) 1

/
2 

>: is negative. Thus although we started out ~~ith a negative c
1

, 

the 4-D field equation reduce=- to the Einstein's equation. The 

equation ~4.23) provides the constraint which ensures that A 

remains small~ as will be shown below. 

IV. 4 A SOLUTION OF THE COSHOLOGICAL CONSTANT PROBLEN : 

The problem of cosmological constant is sought to be 

solved here b-.,.· the dynamics of the compact space. We notice that 

at a large t, F{b) should go to zero It is easy to 

see that ·for gi ··..-'en h
1 

and A there is a range of b value=- that can 

ma~~e both FC b) and ), very small .. the value of A may 

change t-#henever there is a pha=-e transition causing b to adjust 

:itself to make FCb) "' 0 again. The cosmological constant problem 

is solved if . we can show that this change in b also keeps ), small • 

The arguments that such a situation does prevail are given in the 

follovdng :: 

1# Let A be increased a little~ A ~ A T 6 To satisfy F{b) ,., 0 , 

b changes to b + s • To first order in & ., one can shovl that 

b 
[- A + ] . ( 4.29 ) 

2 E 

= 
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Thus if ) A a s--easonable 

'1i increase in A II'Jill cause a small increase in b. 

2. One can show from (4.24} and {4.25} that 

= F (b) -

At a large t'l' F(b) ~ 0 'J giving 

b 
6 

b 
6 

db 

dA. 

db 

demand" small 

~ 4.30 } 

\ .LL 31 ) 

Since s is positive ·for an increase in A "~ eq. <4.31) shows that if 

~~ is poo::.itive'l' it ~~ill decrease and if ~~ is negative it will 

~ increase • .>~ thus has the tendency to move to\>'Jards the zero ··,..alue. 

Moreover., the rate of change is p!~oportional to its value, maidng 

1~ confined to values close to zet-o.., once the value of 
~ 

~~ is small. 

The four dimensional gravitational constant G will be 

gi ··..-en by 
3 "l) 

8-n- 6 = 

when::! o is the Stefan · s constant. 
0 

This relation has some 

inter-esting features"~ !f.le note that if the compactified scale 

attracti -... ·e force of 

gs--avi tyQ Hot-~ever "~ if b hovered .:n--ound the values 

we could have !:-een a case of repul si ··.1e 

9t c..('l."t) be 
~ fe-r Ct. 
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gravitational force. Another interesting feature of the relation 

is the possible v;:;u--iation of G as b changesQ t-!e have no indication 

of a significant va.--iation of G at a latet- stage of evolution~ and 

this- :is 
- _._ _._ consJ. ,;:.,_en,_ ?.lith the possibility that the las-t phase 

transi ti un { QCD ? } detes~mi ned the pi~esent value of the 4-D 

gravitational cons.tant'J there being no significant change in the 

value of b thereafter. 

IV. 5 SUHNARY OF THE RESULTS : 

To summarise'1 we have presented a scer::ari o of the 

evolution n·f- the highet- dimensional univet::..se taking into account 

the quadratic curvature terms in A con:.i ster:st 

scenario of the early universe is obtained in which initially the 

seale f;::c·to~- -for the three space e:.;pands e;.q::n3nenti ally li-~hi 1 e that 

of the e);tra space compactifies. to a =:.mall :.ize o-f the Planck 

orderQ However'J ¥~e need an initially e>:panding phase of 10-D 

su-f ·f i c :i ent inflation in the physical 

3-space required for sol··;irsg the cusmological pn::sblems. 

l'equi res a , 
0~ 

n~ e 
22 .._.-1 

1"1 p -:~ which shOlr-.1S that the 10 D universe itself 

must ha··.-1e a sizable inflation. This is in gene-t-al agreement with 

the results obtained by Abbott 
4';; 

et aL - and Shafi and 

A good feature of our model is that allot.~s a mechanism for 

solving the ·fOLir dimensional cosmaJogical constant problem. 

Moreover, the universe emerges eventually as four dimensional 



radiation-dominated FRW-universe~ However" we have no suggestion 

·for the mechanism which triggers the onset of the 

compactification. These are problems which may depend on the 

nature o·f particle interactions at the relevant temperab ... u-e. The 

purpose of our e>:erci se is to bring out the special features of 

the higher det-ivative ter-ms in the action v.~hich is slightly 

different from the string corrected action considered by other 

In a limited way" t,.oJe have seen the rich 

structure o-f this type of theot-ies with quadratic curvature~ No 

doubt" these terms can be made to play an important role in the 

cosmological evolution of the universe" even if the string 

approach is not success·ful # 

IV.5 COJ"t'CLUDI h'f...~ RENARKS : 

We have considered so far three diffen?nt cosmological 

models li'Jhich incot-por-ate an inflationary phase as a part of the 

evolution of the early universe. It should" howeveri< be mentioned 

that it is by no means conclusively proved that an inflation is 

the only 1t1ay to solve the cosmological problems# There are already 

142 some dissident voices. Padmanabhan and Seshadri claim that the 

horizon problem is not completely resolved by an inflation. The 

necessity of assuming a large quantity of dark mattet-, so as to 

obtain n ..... 1 , is another t-Jeak point of the scenario. 



A more important question to be answered is how the 

universe behaved at times earlier than the Planck timeq For such a 

description we will need a quantum desc1~iption of space-time, and 

possibly an understanding of the origin of the classical timeD The 

quantum gra ... dty effects here will naturally involve very large 

fluctuations of metric and of all matter fields and wi 11 t-equit-e a 

complete quantum treatmentD It is now understood that the quantum 

cosmology that t•1e need s:.hould he a theory desct-ibing consistent! y 

both the dynamics of the univet-se and ·the boundary conditions to 

be imposed C•n it. Whi 1 e some progress has already been made :in 

formulating a simple-minded quantum cosmology on a rninisuperspace, 

considerable con·fusion pet-sists in this field. The t~lo alternative 

·proposal's for the boundary conditions, one by Hartle and 

Ha~king 143 and the other by Vilenkin
144

, lead to divergent results 

for the probabilities of the creation of a universe ou·t of 

nothing. There are also serious technical difficulties in 

evaluating the relevant path integrals. It is obvious that quantum 

cosmology badly needs a breakthrough. {1Jhen it comes, ·the quantum 

description of the early universe will also help in maldng the 

right choice for the scenario in the post-Planckian era. 

e>:citing physics in this field is e>:pected in near future.· 
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